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A LSEP FLIGHT f/4 CONTlNGENC Y OPERATIONS 

A contingency operation is defined as a possible or unforseen event: a 
condition not likely to occur, but possible under an unexpected series of 
events. 

The following ALSEP Flight #4 deployment tasks have at times resulted in 
astronaut procedural errors and improper equipment operation. In com
piling the following list, these criteria have been considered: (1) errors 
due to procedural operations, (2) options in the equipment design which 
allow for several modes of operation, one of which is more acceptable, 
(3) equipment (A LSEP) failures due to unpred icted stresses and other 
possibilities during launch, tranHlunar flight and lunar landing. 

12/18/70 

ATM-814, ALSEP Array C Deployment Task/Time Sequence (BxA) and the 
Apollo 14 Reference Lunar Surface Operations Plan (NASA/MSC) were used 
as a reference for task procedur(~s. 

The procedures represent, in chronological order, the contingency events 
and the remedial actions that may be attempted in case some off-nominal 
circumstance has caused difficulty in the respective deployment tasks. 

These procedures are included as baseline planning data and are organized 
to cover equipment used in the following EVA functions: 

I. LRRR Offload 

II. A LSEP Remova 1 

III. A LSEP Preparation for Fueling 

IV. RTG Fueling 

V. Traverse to Deployment Site 
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VI. R TG Interconnect 

VII. Central Station Deployment 

VIII. Experiment Deployment 

Each event has been listed, together with the "possible" contingency, respon
sible agent, the contingency action, and the consequence resulting from the 
task not being performed. 

Note that all contingencies listed are in terms of astronaut tasks, only, and 
not possible MSFN/MSC up-link command changes that may be necessary 
following the astronaut deployment of ALSEP. 

The consensus of FOD and LSPO is that 10 to 20 minutes will be allowed for 
corrective action of malfunctions during the ALSEP deployment. Additional 
time may also be allocated if the overall timeline permits. This type of re
quest would have to come from the Flight Director at MCC, as a real time 
decision, based on consumable and timeline constraints. 

ALSEP Hold Points 

The following list of hold points is provided. The sequence of the ALSEP 
deployment may be stopped after the completion of any one of the hold points; 
to be continued at some later time by going to the next series of tasks. 

a) Offload LRRR and emplace LRRR array on lunar surface. 

b) Remove Subpackages HI and ff2; close SEQ Bay door; emplace 
ALSEP subpackages with experiments in and facing the sun. 

c) Tilt fuel cask; without removing dome. 

d) Tilt fuel cask; remove dome, do not defuel. 

e) Fuel RTG; carry ALSEP to deployment site; remove subpallet 
from Subpackage #2; carry Subpackage #1 to emplacement site 
(do not deploy); interconnect RTG cable (do not actuate switch). 

f) Interconnect SIDE/CCIG; deploy Subpackage #I; release and 
remove experiments; raise sunshield; mount and aim antenna. 
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g) Deploy experiments and complete ALSEP tasks. (A hold 
point exists after each experiment is deployed. ) 

Experiment Priorities 

Mission priorities, with respect to the deployment of ALSEP and LRRR, are 
defined as follows: 

PRIORITY 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

OBJECTIVE/EXPERIMENT 

Contingency Sample Collection 

Apollo Lunar Surface Experi
ments Package 

a. Passive Seismic Experiment 

b. Active Seismic Experiment 

c. Charged Particle Lunar 
Environment Experiment 

d. Suprathermal Ion Detector 
Experiment/ Cold Cathode 
Ion Gauge 

Selected Sample Collection 

Lunar Field Geology 

Photographs of Candidate Explora
tion Sites 

6. Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector 

NOTE: If the mission is off-nominal so that it appears unlikely 
that there will be a second EVA, in order to increase 
the pos sibiJ.ity of collecting Fra Mauro material in the 
selected sample, the ALSEP should be deployed in a 
direction toward the nearest available and recogniz~ble 
Fra Mauro material. 
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Contingency Ag~_nt Action 

TO BE PREPARED BY SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS DIRECTORATE 

,._..., _____ 
Remarks 

.
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2. 1 Open SEQ Bay Door 

~~ I ' 

~o. Contin enc _ ~ Agent 

2.:. l SEQ Bay door lanyard Crew 

2.:. 2 

unusable (for opening), 

SEQ Bay doors will 
not open and there is 
no cable movement. 

2.1, 3 I SEQ Bay doors will 
not open and there 
is a small cable 
movement. 

2-:. ±I SEQ Bay door parti
ally open and 
jammed. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Action 

1. If lanyard free from cable, pull cable. 

2. If lanyard melted and fused to Inconel, 
attempt to break free with hand pull. 

3. If unable to manually break free, useMESA 
hammer to free and pull cable. 

1. Pry open astronaut protection door, fail 
mechanism, and pull on lanyard again. 

2. If unsuccessful use MESA hammer to chop 
hole in main door Inconel shield at center 
patch, hook MESA hammer behind cable, pull 
to release latch and open door while latch is 
pulled, and continue to open door upward. 

The doors are unlatched and can be opened 
manually. 

1. Discontinue lanyard use and manually 
raise door. 

2. Continue pulling on lanyard, get assistance 
from second crewman to manually raise door. 

Remarks 

N 
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Event 
~o. I Contingenc 
2. 2. 1 Subpackage latchmg 

mechanism will not 
function. 

Agent 
Crew 

2. 2. 2 I Subpackage will not I Crew 
slide on rails, 

2. 2. 3 I Boom will not deploy. I Crew 

2. 2. 4 I Boom partially deploy~.Crew 

2. 2. 5 I Ratchet fails. I Crew 

2. 2. 6 I White portion of I Crew 
deployment lanyard 
will not release fr01n 
base of subpackage. 

2. 2. 7 I Unable to release 1 Crew 

hockey stick at boom 
interface (pin jams or 
lanyard breaks). 

2. ~ Jpackage Removal by Booms 

Action 

1. If lanyard pulls loose or mechanism jams, 
remove thermal covering from bottom of SEQ 
Bay and attempt to move release mechanism 
lever forward. 

2. Use MESA hammer to pry outward from 
structure on right-hand link of latching 
mechanism, forcing latch over center and 
releasing subpackages. 

Get assistance from second crewman. 

Release hockey stick at boom interface and 
manually deploy subpackage. 

While one crewman supports subpackage, othe 
crewman should release hockey stick at boom 
interface and manually deploy subpackage. 

While one crewman supports subpackage, othe 
crewman should release hockey stick at boom 
interface and manually deploy subpackage. 

1. Grasp release latch at base of subpackage 
and twist in an effort to break the latch or the 
slot. 

2. Attempt to cut lanyard with MESA hammer 
against LM or rock to break or tear lanyard 
(webbing) loose. 

I. Attempt to pull pin manually. 

2. Release hockey stick at handle interface. 

Remarks 

N 
I 
N 



Z. 0 AJ 1 Offload 
2..... abpackage Removal by Booms 

·-r------------------------r----------.-----------------------------------------------•. --------------------------------~--Event 

N~.!._,. ~ ~~--~---5----z 
2. 2. 8 I Unable to release 

hockey stick at sub
package interface 
(pin jams). 

Agent 

Crew 

2. 2. 9 I Boom does not retract. I Crew 

Action Remarks 

1. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

2. Attempt to break the hockey stick off at the 
point where the pin jammed either manually 
or with MESA hammer. 

3. Attempt to pry hockey stick away from 
subpackage. 

4. Leave hockey stick on subpackage. 

1. Attempt retraction by both crewman work
ing sirnultaneously, one pulling the lanyard and 
!the second pushing on boom (if within reach.) 

2. Apply loads on end of the boom with the 
,MESA hammer while second crewman pulls 
'lanyard. 

Central Station thermal control 
may be degraded. 

N 
I 
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2. 0 ALbJ:c.;P 1ad 

2. 3 Manual Subpackage Removal 

Eve:rr1c ----"-"·-·r , No. · , __ _ 
Contingency Agent Action Remarks 

2. 3. [ \Unable to release I Crew 
hockey stick at boom 
interface (pin jammed 
or lanyard breaks). 

2. 3. : I Subpackage latching 
mechanism will not 
function. 

Crew 

2,. :_;,, .: I White portion of I Crew 
deployment lanyard 
will not release from 
base of subpackage. 

2. 3" • .f I Subpackage will not 
slide on rails, 

Crew 

l. Attempt to pull pin manually. 

2. Remove Subpackage on boom. 

1. If lanyard pulls loose or mechanism 
jams, remove thermal covering from 
bottom of SEQ Bay and attempt to move 
release mechanism lever forward. 

2. Use MESA hammer claw to pry outward 
from structure on right-hand link of latch
ing mechanism, forcing latch over center 
and releasing subpackages. 

1. Grasp release latch at base of sub
package and twist in an effort to break the 
latch or the slot. 

2. Attempt to cut lanyard with MESA ham
mer against LM or rock to break or tear 
(webbing) loose. 

Get assistance from second crewman. 

N 
I 
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2. 0 ALSEP ( l.d 

2. 3 Manual Subpackage Removal 

~=-:~Contingency ---=Ggent I Action = j Remarks .... 

2.. 3. 5 · C'nable to release 
: hockey stick at sub
l package interface 
1 (pin jams). 
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Crew 

I 

I. Apply additional .force on pin with MESA 
hammer on break pin. 

2. Attempt to break the hockey stick off at 
the point where the pin jammed, either 
manually or with MESA hammer. 

3. Attempt to pry hockey stick away from 
subpackage. 

4. Leave hockey stick on subpackage. 

I 

Central Station thermal control 
1nay be degraded. 
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E~ .. -ent 

:s"o:.. j Contingency Agent 

3 .• 1 

3-. z 

Pull pin jams at 
ALSEP pallet/HT G 
interface. 

Grew 

HTG quarter-turn A Grew 
fastener jams or will 
not release. 

3. 0 H1. 2moval 

Action· 

1. Apply additional force while rotating pin. 

2. Use MESA hanuner to pry pin free or 
break pin. 

3. Attempt to pry HTG free from pallet. 

4. Remove all accessible tools, stow on 
MET and deploy Subpackage #2 with HT G 
attached. 

1. Apply additional force while rotating 
1 /4 turn pin. 

2. Use MESA hammer to rotate or break 
fastener. 

3. Attempt to pry HTG free from ALSEP 
pallet. 

4. Remove all accessible tools, stow on 
MET and deploy Subpackage #2 with HTG 
attached. 

Remarks 

RTG will not radiate heat evenly, 
causing excessive heat buildup. 

RTG will not radiate heat evenly, 
causing excessive heat buildup. 
With HT G pull pins removed, the 
HTG can be partially removed a.t 
deployment site to provide better 
thermal view factor for RTG. 

VJ 
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3. 0 h Removal 

~vent 
··--<>------.-----~-----:---· 

:;o ~ 1 Contingency ___________ J_"_!\gent 

j~ 3 

~'- 4 

HTC legs will not 
extend and lock. 

I;IT C will not open to 
deployed position. 

Crew 

Crew 

Action 
-------+--

1. Apply additional force with the aid of 
second crewman. 

2. Abandon task. 

I. Request aid of second crewman. 

2. Apply additional force with MESA ham-'
mer. 

3. Abandon task. 

··~4-·--

Remarks 

If legs will not extend and lock 
there will be a reduced geology 
capability. 

There will be a reduced geology 
capability if HT C will not opcn 
and lock. Tools rnay be carried on 
MET. 

w 
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L ; 

ALSEP subpallet 
pull pin jams. 

Crew 

ALSEP forward tool 1 Crew 
support pull pin jams. 

I. Apply additional force while rotating 
pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

3. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

1. Apply additional force while rotating 
pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

3. Remove UHT and DRT pins, remove 
UHT's, and attempt to pry open the outer 
half to break the bracket off at the point 
where the pin is jammed. 

4. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

5. The tools can be removed by prying the 
bracket away far enough to gain access to 
the tools. 

If subpallet cannot be rem.oved, 
R TG will not radiate heat 
evenly, causing excessive heat 
buildup. 

ALSEP cannot be deployed with-· 
out DR T, FTT and one UHT. 

~ 
I ..... 



4.0 A P Tool Re1noval 

~:~~r: [ ContingencY ·~--.[ Agent I Action ~- i Remarks ·--~-" ~--
4. 5 I ALSE P UHT pull pin 

4.-f 

jams. 

ALSEP DRT pull pin 
jams. 

Crew 

Crew 

l. Apply additional force while rotating 
pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

3. Remove DR T pin and attempt to break 
the bracket off at the point where the pin 
jammed. 

4. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

5. The tools can be removed if the bracket 
is pried away far enough to gain access to 
the tools. 

I. Apply additional force while rotating 
pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

3. Attempt to break the bracket off at the 
point where the pin jammed. 

4. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

5. The tools can be :removed if the bracket 
is pried away far enough to gain access to 
the tools. The DRT may be used with 
the bracket attached. 

ALSEP cannot be deployed with
out DR T, FTT and one UHT. 

ALSEP cannot be deployed wit.h.out 
DRT, FTT and one UHT. 

~ 
I 
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4. 0 ALS :: ool Removal 

E~-< I . 
N:e:" Contingency Agent Action I Remarks _ 

~--

-4~ -

-':: 

UHT tools do not Crew Stow in alternate socket on PSE, SIDE/ 
engage in stowage/ CCIG, CPLEE, Aiming Mechanism Con-
carry sockets on tainer, or subpallet, as well as Yo- Yo or 
Subpackages #l and MET. 
#2. 

Carry bar sections Crew 
j do not lock in 

position after being 
engaged and 
rotated, 

1. Separate carry bar sections, examine 
for obstructions, dislodge obstructions by 
knocking sections together and reconnect 
sections. I 

I 
I 

I 

Carry bar will not 
engage in subpack
age keyhole socket. 

Crew 

2. If sections do not lock, use suitcase 
carry mode and transport carry bar on 
MET. 

l. Examine carry bar flange for obstruc
tions, dislodge obstructions by impact and 
re-engage carry bar in subpackage keyhole 
socket. 

2. Examine subpackage keyhole socket for 
obstructions, dislodge obstructions with 
UHT or MESA tools and re-engage carry 
bar in subpackage keyhole socket. 

3. If keyhole socket is unusable, use suit
case carry mode and transport carry bar on 
MET. 

Alternate means for transport 
are reliable. 

If carry bar sections do not lock, 
ensure that sections are properly 
aligned when they are used as an 
antenna mast in order to permit 
proper alignment of ALSEP 
antenna. 

The carry bar is required for use 
as an antenna mast and nmst be 
transported to the ALSEP deploy
rnent site. 

~ 
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Event 
No. Continge_ncy 

5. 1 Astronaut is about to 
contact or has come 

·.
1 in contact with hot 

!I 
11 fuel cask. 

5. 2 E Lanyard breaks or 
;_:mils away from cam 
lever. 

5. 3 Cam lever fails to 
~elease the upper 
trunnion after lever 
is fully deployed. 

II 
I' 
I! 
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li 

,, 
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Agent 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

?.U F Fueling 

Action , ______________________ ,_ 
Warn astronaut to keep his distance 
from hot fuel cask. 

1. Use MESA hammer/extension as hook 
and pull forward on cam lever to release. 

2. If cam lever cannot be released, 
abandon ALSEP. 

1. Use MESA hammer/extension as hook on 
astronaut guard to break cask free at 
trunnions, while second crewman pulls 
lanyard to tilt. 

2. If upper trunnion cannot be released, 
abandon ALSEP. 

Remarks 

Direct exposure to hot fuel cask 
could damage or fail the space 
suit. 

Exercise caution when working in 
close proximity to hot fuel cask. 

Exercise caution when working in 
close proximity to hot fuel cask. 

Vl 
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5. 0 R 'ueling 

I Continsency ____ ~~---~ A ent ' Action . Remarks ----J-"-~ 
I Lanyard fails to Crew 1. Use MESA hammer/extension to release _E_x_e_r_c-1-. s_e_c_a_u_t_i_o_n_-.;;_-,.;_h_e~-=~--
1 remove spline lock second trunnion lock, rotate cask if in close proximity to hot fuel 

from cask/dome or required, and use MESA hammer/extension cask. 
breaks, as hook to remove spline. 

Cask will not rotate 
with lanyard pulL 

Crew 

2. After rotating cask, attempt to gain 
access to fuel capsule by using MESA 
hammer I extension to destroy cask dome 
and pry away bands. 

3. If spline cannot be rernoved from dome 
or dome cannot be removed by impacting 
with MESA hammer/ extension, abandon 
ALSEP. 

1. Verify upper trunnion release by hook
ing MESA hammer I extension on astronaut 
guard and insure that the cask is free of the 
upper trunnion. 

2. Request aid of the second crewman to 
apply forward and downward force with 
MESA hammer I extension on the guard, 
while the first crewman attempts to rotate 
cask with the lanyard 

3. Continue to apply force to fail gear box, 
if required. 

4. If cask will not rotate, abandon ALSEP. 

Exercise caution when working 
in close proximity to hot ftlel 
cask. 

If gear box is failed, second crey;
man will have to support cask at 
proper viewing angle for fuel 
capsule removal by using MESA 
hammer I extension. 

U1 
I 
N 



~~:r Contingency 

Engaging mechanism 
on DRT does not 
lock on cask dome. 

Lock nut assem.bly 
will not rotate, 

Agent 

Crew 

Crew 

5. 0 RTG .. ding 

Action 

1. Attempt to remove dome by applying 
forward pressure or with side loading on 
the DR T. The dome will rotate without 
the locking pin engaged. 

2. After dome is rotated (without locking 
pin engagement) use MESA hammer I 
extension to remove dome. 

3. Attempt to gain access to fuel capsule 
by using MESA hammer I extension to 
destroy cask dome and pry away bands. 

4. If dome cannot be removed, abandon 
ALSEP. 

1. Apply additional force with MESA 
hammer/extension on the end of the DRT, 
side of cask and dome to overcome the 
binding, while continuing to rotate DRT. 

2. Attempt to gain access to fuel capsule 
by using MESA hammer/ extension to 
destroy cask dome and pry away bands. 

3. If dome cannot be removed, abandon 
ALSEP. 

Remarks 

Exercise caution when wo:rking 
in close proximity to hot fuel 
cask. 

Exercise caution when working 
in close proximity to hot fuel 
cask. 

U"l 
I 
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S. 0 R' .... ueling 

-T I • ~ Event 
No. <Contingency --· 1 Agent 1 Action J Remarks ~-~----·-·-
5. 8 

5. 9 

5. 10 

.?~etension bands will I Crew 
rc~.ot release causing 
excessive loading on 
n(ume locking lugs. 

I'TT fingers will not I Crew 
f'ngage in fuel capsule. 

Capsule will not 
z:elease from cask 
body after FTT is 
illttached and locked. 

Crew 

1. Use MESA hammer I extension to free 
lugs at the lock nut assembly on the dome. 

2. Attempt to gain access to fuel capsule by 
using MESA hammer/extension to destroy 
cask dome, and pry away bands. 

3. If dome cannot be removed, abandon 
ALSEP. 

1. Examine FTT fingers for obstructions, 
dislodge obstructions by impact and 
re-engage FTT in fuel cask. 

2. Request aid of second crewman to apply 
additional force to FTT knob. 

3. Jar mechanism by banging knob against 
the LM landing gear. 

4. If FTT will not function, abandon 
ALSEP. 

1. Apply additional side loads by wiggling on 
FTT while pulling capsule out. 

2. Retract FTT, rotate 1200 and repeat 
task in all three positions. 

Exercise caution when working 
in close proximity to hot fuel 
cask. 

Exercise caution when worki.ng 
in close proximity to hot fuel 
cask. 

IJl 
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5. 0 Fueling 

Ever;: 1 

N~1 Contingency I Agent I Action I Remarks 

5. L FTT will not release 
I 
I from capsule while in 
! RTG body. 

I 
I 

Crew 

3. Use MESA hammer/extension to impact 
side of cask to free the capsule. 

4. Use MESA hammer to impact the end of 
the FTT to free the capsule. 

5. Allow for back plate cool down (5-10 min) 
and repeat task. 

6. If capsule will not release, abandon 
ALSEP. 

l. Check for side loading on FTT and for 
full outward travel of FTT fingers. 

2. Apply additional force to release knob. 

3. Leave FTT in place on the fueled RTG 
and ensure capsule is locked in R TG. 

4. If fuel capsule is not locked in RTG, 
manually carry Subpackage #2 in horizontal 
position or transport on MET. (Carry Sub
package #1 in suitcase mode and transport 
carry bar on MET. ) 

There will be no proble:m of 
excessive heat buildup if the 
FTT cannot be disengaged from 
the fueled RTG. 

01 
I 
01 



5.0 F ?ueling 

E\"'i':-:J.t I ·- I I _., ___ _ 

No~ 

5. } ?. 

_ I Agent I Action 1 _Remarks -----

Tempilabel indicates 
ten'lperature of com
ponent is in excess of 
250°F, 

Crew/ 
MCC 

Do not handle component manually. 
Notify MCC. Use UHT or MESA tool to 
avoid direct contact with hot component and 
continue deployment, if possible. If unable 
to continue deployment without coming into 
direct contact with component, place com
ponent in shade and work around hot compon
ent until MCC directs that component should 
have cooled off enough to permit manual 
handling. 

CAUTION: Direct exposure to 
temperatures in excess of 
2500F could damage or fail the 
space suit. 

Vl 
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6. 0 Prepara-.. for ALSEP Traverse 

E-~::J.t 
----·--,.------,----

1 ~ 

~c. j Contingency __ I Agent 1 Action ~ Remarks --------

t. -

t:.2 

SEQ Bay door will I Crew 
not lower (for closing 

SEQ Bay door 
partially closed. 

Crew 

Carry bar will not I Crew 
engage in subpackage 
keyhole socket. 

If no cable movement attempt to manually 
initiate door closure and pull on lanyard 
again. 

1. Continue pulling on lanyard while second 
crewman manually assists in closing door. 

2. Discontinue use of lanyard and manually 
close door or use MESA hammer to fail 
mechansim in order to close door. 

1. Examine carry bar flange for obstruc
tions, dislodge obstructions by impact and 
re-engage carry bar in subpackage keyhole 
socket. 

2. Examine subpackage keyhole socket for 
obstructions, dislodge obstructions with 
UHT or MESA tools and re-engage carry 
bar in subpackage keyhole socket. 

3. If keyhole socket is unusable, use suit
case carry mode and transport carry bar on 
MET. 

SEQ Bay door must be closed to 
thermally insulate LM. 

SEQ Bay door must be closed to 
thermally insulate LM. 

The carry bary is required for use 
as an antenna mast and must be 
transported to the ALSEP deploy·· 
ment site. 

0' 
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7.0 A .J Traverse 

Ev~nt 

N~J>. j Contingency -i Agent I Action I .. _R..:..e__;m..:..a_::.r..:..k:....:s _____________ _ 

7 ~ l Site more than 300 
feet west of LM 
{12 o'clock) is not 
level or is otherwise 
unsuitable for ALSEP 
deployment. 

Crew 

-::.?. l Carry bar sections 
become disengaged 
and rotate. 

Crew 

~ . 
f:..) 

- ' '·• -:r 

Carry bar becomes I Crew 
disengaged from sub
packages. 

UHT will not dis
engage from stowage/ 
carry socket on Sub
package #1 or #2. 

Crew 

1. Select site more than 300 feet east of LM 
(6 o'clock). 

2. Select site more than 300 feet south of 
LM (9 o'clock). 

3. Select site more than 300 feet north of 
LM (3 o'clock). 

1. Attempt to relock carry bar sections. 

2. If carry bar sections do not lock, dis
engage carry bar from subpackages. Use 
suitcase carry mode and transport carry 
bar on MET. 

1. Attempt to re-engage carry bar in sub
package keyhole socket. 

2. If carry bar will not remain in keyhole 
socket, use suitcase carry mode and trans
port carry bar on MET. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on 
the subpackage and continue deployment 
using second UHT. 

Landing site analysis 1nay provide 
additional inputs. 

If carry bar sections do not lock, 
ensure that sections are properly 
aligned when they are used as an 
antenna mast in order to permit 
proper alignment of ALSEP 
antenna. 

The carry bar is required for 
use as an antenna mast and must 
be transported to the ALSEP 
deployment site. 

Central station thermal control or 
R TG radiation may be degraded. 
Although only one UHT is needed 
for deployment, deployment tir.ne 
will be increased. Second crew
man could carry out geological -.J 

tasks while first astronaut com- • 
pletes ALSEP deployment. 

...... 



8. 0 A P Site Survey 

Event I • . 
~o. Contingency ___ Action Remarks 

-------------------------------
8. 1 

8.2 

Planned deployment 
site includes a crater 
with walls that slope 
more than 5? 

Planned deployment I Crew 
site includes an out
cropping whose height 
is greater than 1 foot. 

8. 3 l Planned deployrnent I Crew 
site is in LM shadow. 

8.4 

8. 5 

Bob 

Local slope of plan
-:ted deployment site 
i.s in excess of 5<:? 

:, Planned deployment 
site is comprised of 
loose, granular soil. 

Planned deployment 
areas for ALSEP 
components include 
small rocks. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Locate ALSEP components on rim of Do not emplace ALSEP compon-
crater, on elevated local terrain or select ents in craters with walls that 
another deployment site. slope more than 5° 

I. Locate ALSEP components at least 12 
feet from a 1 foot outcropping, 24 feet from 
a two foot outcropping, etc. 

2. If outcroppings cannot be avoided, orient 
ALSEP component thermal radiators away 
from outcropping (so as to achieve a clear 
view of space). 

Locate ALSEP components outside LM 
shadow, but within +150 of E- W axis drawn 
through LM. 

Find level area, if nearby, and other 
constraints are not compromised. 

Compact individual areas prior to final 
emplacement of each ALSEP component. 

Attempt to avoid emplacing ALSEP 
components on small rocks. 

Separation distance from LM is 
more critical than angular 
relationship with respect to LM 
E- W axis. 

This contingency is not critical. 

00 
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9. 0 Su ... r ~!let Removal 

E.-e::J.t I • , 

Ni:•. 

0 -
'. -

sla z 

a ' ,· .. --

Carry bar binds in 
keyhole socket on 
Subpackage #2. 

Unable to locate Sub
package #1 10 feet 
due west of Subpack
age #2. 

Subpallet Boyd bolt 
spline will not 
depress. 

Agent 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Action 

1. Ensure trigger release is operable. 

2. Apply additional downward pressure to 
carry bar while pushing on Subpackage #2. 

3. Attempt to break carry bar off at key
hole socket. 

4. Separate two carry bar sections and 
emplace Subpackage #2 with carry bar 
section still attached to subpackage. 

Locate Subpackage #1 as far from Sub
package #2 as possible and attempt to keep 
R TG out of field of view of Central Station 
radiator. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression of Boyd bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. Leave subpallet on Subpackage #2. 

Remarks 

The ALSEP antenna may be 
roughly aligned with the antenna 
aiming mechanism propped up on 
the Central Station sunshield. 

If subpallet cannot be removed, 
RTG will not radiate heat evenly, 
causing excessive heat buildup. 

"' I .... 



9.0 SuL 
4 

~let Removal 

Evc:r.t "-"--,--------;--------------------,--------------" 
No~ _ _J Contingency I Agent I Action I "_R_e_m_a_r_k ___ s _____________ _ 

9 4 . -

9. 5 

Subpallet Boyd bolt 
will not rotate. 

UHT will not engage 
in subpallet carry 
socket. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Leave subpallet on Subpackage #2. 

1. Try to engage second UHT in carry 
socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, remove 
manually by grasping back support struc
ture or tool brackets. 

If subpallet cannot be removed, 
RTG will not radiate heat evenly, 
causing excessive heat buildup. 

"' I 
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E..-t-::-_: 
No. 

q. ': 

0 -... 

Contingency 

Subpallet will not 
come off Subpackage 
#2. 

Agent 

Crew 

Subpallet falls off I Crew 
UHT due to acci-
dental triggering of 
UHT release mecha-
nism or falls over 
while emplacing sub-
pallet, 

9.0 S-u let Removal 

Action 

1. Ensure both Boyd bolts have been 
released. 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolts have 
been sprung upward. 

3. Ensure that front of subpallet has been 
raised 3/8 inch to clear the mounting stud. 

4. Kick subpallet to force forward move
tnent. 

5. Use MESA hammer to force forward 
movement of subpallet. 

6. Leave subpallet on Subpackage #2. 

Use UHT handle to hook tool brackets 
and emplace subpallet. 

Remarks 

If subpallet cannot be removed, 
R TG will not radiate heat evenly, 
causing excessive heat buildup. 

If SIDE/ CCIG contacts lunar 
surface, there will be reduced 
thermal control due to degrada
tion of thermal paint with lunar 
debris. 

..0 
I 
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.!..·,-ent 

::;.J. Contingency Agent 

:.. 3 UHT will not dis- Crew 
engage from sub-
pallet UHT socket. 

' 

9.0 Su .et Removal 

Action 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on the 
subpallet and continue deployment using 
second UHT. 

Remarks 

Subpallet stability will be degraded. 
Although only one UHT is needed 
for deployment, deployment time 
will be increased. Second crew
man could carry out geological tasks 
while first astronaut completes 
ALSEP deployrnent. 

""' I 
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Event i 
I 

No. Contingency 

1 o. 1 il SIDE/CCIG Boyd bolt 
~~ spline will not 
1 depress. 
:I 
,I 

! 

10.2 ·J SIDE/ CCIG Boyd bolt 

11 

! 
I 

I 
;I 
li 

1 o. 3 11 

I 

! 
i 

!I ,, 
!' 
I 
l 
I 

will not rotate. 

UHT will not engage 
in SIDE/ CCIG carry 
socket. 

Agent 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

10.0 ~- ~/CCIG Removal 

Action 

l. Check hex head of UHT and, if 
damaged, use second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression of Boyd bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. Leave SIDE/ CCIG on subpallet and 
deploy SIDE/ CCIG/ subpallet as one unit. 

l. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Leave SIDE/ CCIG on subpallet and 
deploy SIDE/ CCIG/ subpallet as one unit. 

1. Try to engage second UHT in carry 
socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, remove 
manually by grasping ground screen tube. 

Remarks 

Experiment thermal control and 
science will be degraded. 

Experiment thermal control and 
science will be degraded. 

.... 
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Ev 
No 

10 

10 

ent 
. 
• 4 

• 5 

Contingency Agent 

SIDE I CCIG will not Crew 
come off subpallet, 

i 

, Cable reel does not Crew 
deploy from experi-
ment stowage cavity, 

10.0 SICE/CCIG Removal 

Action 

1. Ensure all Boyd bolts have been 
released. 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolts have 
been sprung upward. 

3. Leave SIDE/CCIG on subpallet and 
deploy SIDE/ CCIG/ subpallet as one unit. 

1. Ensure that Boyd bolt and fastener guide 
have been removed. 

2. Remove the reel manually. 

3. Use second UHT handle to aid in extract-
ing the reel. 

4. Pull on cable in order to force the reel 
out of the cavity. 

5. Deploy experiment as far from ALSEP 
as possible. 

I 
I 
' 

i 

Remarks 

Experiment thermal control and 
science will be degraded • 

Experiment thermal control and 
science may be degraded. 
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1 O. 0 t._ ~I CCIG Removal 

I..-~::tt I I I 

~~-::. 

- "' -- .. Q 

J :. a 

Contingency I 1\.g_ent 

Experiment falls off I Crew 
UHT due to accidental 
triggering of UHT 
release mechanism. 

Unable to deploy legs. I Crew 

SIDE/CCIG leg 
breaks off while 
emplacing the 
experiment. 

Crew 

Action 

I. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, 
gently lift experiment, manually secure 
ground screen tube or leg and attempt to 
re-engage UHT in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, continue 
SIDE/ CCIG removal by grasping ground 
screen tube. 

I. If lanyard breaks, attempt to remove pin 
manually. 

2. Emplace experiment on lunar surface 
with legs in stowed position. 

1. Prop up experiment with rock or other 
lunar debris. 

2. Break off remaining legs and emplace 
experiment directly on the lunar surface. 

Remarks 

Reduce thermal control due to 
degradation of thermal paint 
with lunar debris. 

Experiment stability will be 
degraded. Experiment 
thermal control may be 
degraded. 

Experiment stability will be 
degraded. Experiment thermal 
control may be degraded. 
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l 0 .• 0 S_ ./ CCIG Removal 

-------~ --~---
..t...'f'.--ent ~~~::::::----=====+· No. I Contingency I Agent I Action Remarks -~ _ .. 

~n q ........ / SIDE/ CCIG falls 
over while emplac-
ing experiment. 

l:.LO! UHT will not dis
engage from 
SIDE/ CCIG UHT 
socket. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, 
gently lift experiment, manually secure 
ground screen tube or leg and attempt to 
re-engage UHT in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, continue 
SIDE/ CCIG emplacement by grasping 
ground screen tube. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on 
the SIDE/ CCIG and continue deployment 
using second UHT. 

Reduced thermal control due 
to degradation of thermal 
paint with lunar debris. 

Experiment leveling, alignment, 
stability and thermal control will 
be degraded. Although only one 
UHT is needed for deployment, 
deployment time will be increased. 
Second crewman could carry out 
geological tasks while first 
astronaut completes ALSEP 
deployment. 
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--· 
Eve:1t 
No. Conti~ency Agent ---
10. 11 SIDE/CCIG con- Crew 

nector pull pin jams, 

10. 12 SIDE/ CCIG con- Crew 
nector falls to 
lunar surface. 

10. l3 Connector fails to Crew 
engage and lock. 

. 

10.0 E/CCIG Removal 

Action 

I. Apply additional force while rotating 
pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with 
MESA hammer or break pin. 

3. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

Retrieve connector with UHT handle. 

I. Check connector for proper orienta-
tion. 

2. Check connectors on cable and Central 
Station for debris and bent pins. 

3. Remove or shake out debris. 

4. Ensure outer flange is free to travel to 
the lock position. 

5. Attempt to reconnect and check visual 
indicator (orange ring). 

Remarks 

If SIDE/CCIG connector cannot be r 
leased, abandonSIDE/CCIG deploym 
Ensure connector is free of debris. 

If SIDE/CCIG connector cannot be 
mated to central station, abandon 
SIDE/CCIG deployment. 

e
en 
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10.0 SL ... /CCIG Removal 

!~~""I Contingency _ A ent Action Remarks 

l C.:-!: I Connector engages Crew I. Return subpackage to vertical position, 
but falls off when retrieve cable, and remate connectors. 
subpackage is 
rotated. 2. Ensure locking mechanism is fully 

forward and orange ring is visible. 

Ensure connector is free of 
debris. 
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11.0 l y Bar Removal 

~:~;'J Contingency I Agent I Action l .. _R_e_m__;_a_r..:.;k:...:s ___________ __._ 

11. 1 

11. 2 

Carry bar binds m 
keyhole socket on 
Subpackage #I. 

C1·ew 

Carry bar will not I Crew 
stow on subpallet taper 
fitting. 

l. Ensure trigger is operable. 

2 .. Apply additional downward pressure to 
carry bar while pushing on Subpackage # 1. 

3. Attempt to break carry bar off at keyhole 
socket. 

4. Dig or bore hole in lunar surface material, 
separate two carry bar sections, and emplace 
Subpackage # 1 with attached carry bar section 
embedded in lunar surface material. 

1. Examine carry bar for obstructions, dis
lodge obstructions by impact and restow 
carry bar on subpallet taper fitting. 

2. Examine subpallet taper fitting for 
obstructions, dislodge obstructions with 
UHT or MESA tools and restow carry bar 
on subpallet taper fitting. 

3. If taper fitting is unusab~e, stow carry 
bar on MET. 

The ALSEP antenna may be 
roughly aligned with the antenna 
aiming mechanism propped up 
on the Central Station sunshield. 

The carry bar is required for 
use as an antenna mast and cannot 
be discarded or emplaced on the 
lunar surface where debris might 
foul the subpackage or airning 
mechanism interfaces. 
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12.0 R'l able Interconnect 

-----r ----r • 
E:.--.=:J.t 
"..._\•J}"' Contingency _ j Agent j Action . 1 Remarks -~·-·---

l :. 1 

].2.2 

R TG Cable reel 
tempilabel dots are 
all black. 

R TG cable reel Boyd 
bolt spline will not 
depress. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Do not touch R TG cable reel and exercise 
caution in handling cable and shorting plug. 

2. Use UHT handle to deploy R TG cable, 
release shorting plug pull pin and retrieve 
shorting plug. 

3. Attempt to carry out RTG cable inter
connect using available tools and materials. 

4. Stow shorting plug on Subpackage # 1 until 
cool enough to handle manually. 

5. Request aid of second crewman if tasks 
cannot be safely carried out by one creW!nan. 

I. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use .second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to force 
depression of Boyd bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by force
fully rotating UHT. 

4. Leave RTG cable reel on subpallet. 

Direct exposure to temperatures in 
excess of 250°F could damage or 
fail the space .suit. 

H shorting plug cannot be mated 
to Central Station, abandon 
ALSEP. 

Exercise caution when working 
in close proximity to hot R TG. 

H R TG cable reel cannot be 
removed, RTG will not radiate 
heat evenly, causing excessive 
heat buildup. 

...... 
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£ye:;_t 

No. 

12. E I RTG cable reel Boyd 
bolt will not rotate. 

12. -f I UHT will not engage 
in RTG cable reel 
carry socket. 

12. :: RTG cable reel will 
not come of£ sub
pallet. 

12.0 R'l able Interconnect 

I ~----

I Agent I Action j Remarks 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

5. Use UHT handle to deploy RTG cable, 
release shorting plug pull pin and retrieve 
shorting plug. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Leave RTG cable reel on subpallet. 

4. Use UHT ·handle to deploy RTG cable, 
release shorting plug pull pin and retrieve 
shorting plug. 

1. Try to engage second UHT in carry 
socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy by using 
handle of UHT. Do not deploy R TG cable 
reel manually if it can be avoided. 

1. Ensure all Boyd bolts have been released. 

Exercise caution when working 
in close proximity to hot RTG. 

If RTG cable reel cannot be 
removed, R TG will not radiate 
heat evenly, causing excessive 
heat buildup. 

Exercise caution when working in 
close proximity to hot RTG. 

Exercise caution when working 
in close proximity to hot RTG. 
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12.0 RTG .~le Interconnect 

-- -~-----,.-------,.-------------------.,.-------:.------------------
E-;~:J..t 

~\~·::: ~ Contingency Agent 

i-: ~ !Cable reel falls to the !Crew 
lunar surface when 
final Boyd bolt is 
released or falls off 
UHT due to accidental 
triggering of UHT re-
lease mechanism. 

2, .. -:- lshorting plug pull pin Ierew 
jams. 

Action 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolts have 
been sprung upward. 

3. Leave RTG cable reel on subpallet. 

4. Use UHT handle to deploy R TG cable, 
release shorting plug pull pin and retrieve 
shorting plug. 

'Retrieve cable reel with UHT handle, grasp 
reel assembly, connect UHT, and continue 
deployment. 

1. Apply additional force while rotating pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
!hammer or break pin. 

p. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

Remarks 

If R TG cable reel cannot be 
removed, R TG will not radiate 
heat evenly, causing excessive 
heat buildup. 

If shorting plug cannot be mated 
to Central Station, abandon 
ALSEP. 
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12.0 RT ..t.ble Interconnect 

J:,·~-~t --------T·--~------~~~----------------------------------------------------•. -----------------------------------------
No. ---------1 ~gent 1 Action _ 1 Remarks 

12.'3 

12.9 

Shorting plug falls to 
lunar surface. 

UHT will not dis
engage from R TG 
cable reel UHT 
socket. 

Crew 

Crew 

12. :o I Ammeter does not j Crew 
indicate any amperage. 

12. I l I Shorting plug faj ls to 
engage and lock. 

Crew 

Retrieve shorting plug with UHT handle. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on the 
RTG cable reel and continue deployment 
using second UHT. 

Ensure shorting plug is free 
of debris. 

Although only one UHT is needed 
for deployment, deployment time 
will be increased. Second crew
man could carry out geological 
tasks while first astronaut com
pletes ALSEP deployment. 

Pull shorting plug pull ring and check ammeter! Absence of amperage reading 
for amperage reading. is not justification for abandoning 

ALSEP deployment. 

1. Check shorting plug for proper orientation. 

2. Check shorting plug and connector on 
Central Station for debris or bent pins. 

3. Remove or shake out debris. 

4. Ensure outer flange is free to travel to 
the lock position. 
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12. 0 R T'"". _,able Interconnect 

Event 
No. j Contingency _ I Agent I Action I Remarks 

12. 12 I Shorting switch 
d:epressed, but 
;anuneter shows no 

·crop in amperage. 

12. 13 ,jSubpackage #1 dust 
cover gets hung up 

· ,ifrliliing removal, or 
:j'dlraw string or pull 
, .:r-ings fail. 

Crew 

Crew 

12. 14 i5horting plug engages I Crew 
'hut falls off when sub
package is rotated. ,, 

i 
r. 

12. 15 ~SIDE/_C~IG connector I Crew 
· ]pUll pm Jams. 

5. Manually separate the shorting plug from 
the R TG cable and connect R TG cable 
connector to Central Station. 

1. Apply additional force to shorting switch 
and note if there is amperage drop.· 

2. Disconnect shorting plug from Central 
Station, separate shorting plug from the RTG 
cable and connect RTG cable connector to 
Central Station. 

1. Use UHT handle to peel off dust cover. 

2. Request aid of second crewman. 

I. Return subpackage to vertical position, 
retrieve cable, remove any debris and remate 
connectors. 

2. Ensure locking mechanism is fully forward. 

1. Apply additional force while rotating pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

3. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

If RTG cable connector cannot 
be mated to Central Station, 
abandon ALSEP. 

Absence of amperage drop 
is not justification for abandoning 
ALSEP deployment. 

If R TG cable connector cannot 
be mated to Central Station, 
abandon ALSEP. 

Ensure shorting plug is free of 
debris. 

.
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12. 0 RTC:. .)le Interconnect 

E>.ce:.::tt 
~J. Contingency Agent Action 

4. Attempt to cut or break SIDE/CCIG cable 
between sunshield and front panel or break 
SIDE/CCIG connector on sunshield or front 

I 
panel in order to permit sunshield deployn1ent. 

• 

. 
Remarks 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will 
not deploy and Central Station 
thermal control will be degraded. 
Loss of SIDE/CCIG will permit 
successful operation of re:rnain-
der of ALSEP. 

/ 
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.Eve:::tt 
No. Contingency Agent 
,. 

13. 2 PS.E stool pull pin Crew 
jams. 

t3. 2 PSE stool falls to Crew 
lunar surface. 

l 3.: Unable to deploy PSE Crew 
stool 1 0 feet north 
of Central Station. 

3.4 Unable to pack lunar Crew 
surface. 

3. 5 Unable to gouge hole Crew 
in lunar surface. 

3.tr PSE stool turns upside Crew 
down while emplacing 
on lunar surface. 

,. 

13.0 - Stool Removal 

Action 

1. Apply additional force while rotating pin. 

2. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
ham.n1er or break pin. 

3. Use MESA hammer to pry stool free or 
break bracket. 

Retrieve PSE stool with UHT handle. 

Locate PSE stool as far from Central 
Station and MPA as possible. 

Provide best PSE stool to lunar surface 
coupling that site will permit. 

Abandon effort. 

Use UHT handle to turn stool over. 

Remarks 

The PSE can be placed directly 
on the lunar surface, if PSE 
stool cannot be released. 

Firm lunar surface material 
at PSE site will prevent later 
settling of PSE. 
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•:vent l 
{o. Contingency 

14.] 

14. 2 

PSE Boyd bolt spline 
will not depress. 

PSE Boyd bolt will 
not rotate. 

A_gent 

Crew 

Crew 

14. C. E Offload 

Action 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. Leave PSE on sunshield and deploy PSE; 
Central Station as one unit. Do not deploy 
PSE skirt. Use UHT to unreel sufficient 
cable to permit sunshie1d deployment. 

5. Attempt to cut or break PSE cables or 
break PSE connectors in order to permit 
sunshield deployment. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Leave PSE on sunshield and deploy PSEj 
Central Station as one unit. Do not deploy 
PSE skirt. Use UHT to unreel sufficient 
cable to permit sunshield deployment. 

Remarks 

Experiment thermal control and 
science, as well as Central Station 
thermal control, will be degraded. 

If unsuccessful, sun shield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
PSE will permit successful operation ' 
of remainder of A LSEP. 

Experiment thermal control and 
science, as well as Central Station 
thermal control, will be degraded. 
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14 3 E Offload 

______ , .. ·--------~-------~-------- -- ---- . ---- ----· ------~ ---~-----.. ~ 

£--:;-ent 

~\,::. 

~--?.3 

Conting_~~~y ____________ J___-!\g~~~ _ 

UHT will not engage 
in PSE carry Socket. 

I 
I 

Crew 

l~.-! PSE will not come off Crew 
sunshield. 

Action Remarks 
---------~----·-4·--- -·----- -------

4. Attempt to cut or break PSE cables 
or break PSE connectors in order to per
mit sunshield deployment. 

l. Try to engage second UHT in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy 
manually or remove girdle, partially open 
shroud/skirt assembly and manually 
emplace experiment using gnomon. 

NOTE: At l/6 gravity the skirt should not 
unfold and cause interference. 

l. Ensure all Boyd bolts have been 
released. 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolts have : 
been sprung upward. 

3. Leave PSE on sunshield and deploy 
PSE/Central Station as one unit. Do not 
deploy PSE skirt. Use UHT to unreel 
sufficient cable to permit sunshield de
ployment. 

4. Attempt to cut or break PSE cables 
or break PSE connectors in order to 
permit sunshield deployment. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
PSE will permit successful oper
ation of remainder of ALSEP. 

Reduce alginment accuracy if 
gnomon is handled. 

Experiment thermal control and 
science, as well as Central Sta
tion thermal control, will be de
graded. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
PSE will permit successful oper
ation of remainder of ALSEP 
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Event 
.:t'-19_~ __ -~<'_I!t_~~g_~_!J£Y __ Age~t 

14.5 Experiment falls off Crew 
UHT due to acciden-
tal triggering of UHT 
release mechanism. 

14. 6 Crewman walks to 
far and jerks 
Central Station. 

14.7 Experiment falls off 
PSE stool after skirt 
is deployed. 

Crew 

Crew 

i 

l 
14.8 UHT will not disengage\ Crew 

from PSE UHT socket.~ 
I 

14. _)SE Offload 

Action 

l. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, 
gently lift experiment, manually secure 
mounting lug and attempt to re-engage UHT 
in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy 
manually or remove girdle, partially 
open shroud/skirt assembly and manually 
emplace experiment using gnomon. 

NOTE: At 1/6 gravity the skirt should not 
unfold and cause interference. 

1. Carry experiment back toward Central 
Station to provide slack cable and continue 
deployment of PSE. 

2. Check cable and connectors and 
experiment and Central Station interfaces 
for visible signs of damage. 

Retrieve experiment with UHT handle 
hooked into gnomon opening, lift experiment, 
grasp thermal skirt, raise skirt to observe 
PSE stool and lower experiment onto PSE 
stool. 

1 l. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. ; 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on 
the PSE and continue deployment using 
second UHT. 

I 

Remarks 

Reduced thermal control due to 
degradation of skirt and shroud 
assembly with lunar debris. 

Reduced alignment accuracy 
if gnomon is handled. 

Reduced thermal control due to 
degradation of skirt and shroud 
assembly with lunar debris and 
reduced alignment accuracy due to 
handling of gnomon. 

Experiment leveling, alignr.nent 
stability and thermal control will be 
degraded. Although only one UHT is 
needed for deployment, deployment 
time will be increased. Second 
crewman could carry out geological 
tasks while first astronaut complete~ 
ALSEP deployment. .--
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15. 0 .1.per/Geophone Offload 

Event 
No. 

15. 1 

A ent I Action I 
Switch #5 is not in Crew/ I. Report to MCC. 
CW position. I MCC 

15. 2 I Switch #5 cannot be 
turned CW to OFF 
position. 

Crew/ 
MCC 

15. 3 I T/G Boyd bolt spline I Crew 
will not depress. 

2. Use UHT to turn switch #5 CW to OFF 
position and report to MCC. 

I. Report to MCC. 

2. Apply additional force to switch. 

3. Report to MCC and continue ALSEP de
ployment. Do not remove safety rod or arm 
MPA until MCC confirms that it is safe to 
continue MPA deployment. 

I. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression of Boyd bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

5. Use MESA hammer to break shaft of 
T /G and attempt to retrieve MPA, but avoi 
damaging geophones and cable reels. 

Remarks 

ASE science will be degraded, but an 
astronaut safety hazard rna y exist 
if MPA deployment were continued. 

Thumper activity would be lost, but 
geophones and MPA would still be 
functional. 

1-0 
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15.0 :nper/Geophone Offload 

Eve~ 

No. I Contingency I Agent I Action Remarks 

1;;: L T /G Boyd bolt will n<)t Crew 
I rotate. 
f 

6. Leave ASE on sunshield and deploy 
ASE/Central Station as one unit. Use UHT 
to unreel sufficient cable to permit sun
shield deployment. 

7. Attempt to cut or break ASE cables or 
break ASE connectors in order to permit 
sunshield deployment. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

4. Use MESA hammer to break shaft of 
T /G and attempt to retrieve MPA, but 
avoid damaging geophones and cable reels. 

5. Leave ASE on sunshield and deploy 
ASE/Central Station as one unit. Use UHT 
to unreel sufficient cable to permit sun
shield deployment. 

6. Attempt to cut or break ASE cables or 
break ASE connectors in order to permit 
sunshield deployment. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
ASE will permit successful operatior. 
of remainder of A LSEP. 

Thumper activity would be lost, 
but geophones and MPA would still 
be functional. 

Experiment thermal control and 
science, as well as Central Station 
thermal control, will be degraded. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
ASE will permit successful 
operation of remainder of A LSEP. _ 

1.11. 
I 
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E .. -ent 

Nc. 

15.5 

~,.. 

l:J. 

~gent 

T/G restraining arm Crew 
will not rotate. 

T /G plate assembly f Crew 
will not come off 
sunshield. 

I!. Thumper/Geophone Offioad 

Action 

I. Ensure Boyd bolt has been released. 

2. Use UHT to insure that Boyd bolt has 
been sprung upward. 

3. Obtain aid of second creWinan to force 
T /G restraining arm rotation. 

4. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

5. Use MESA hammer to break restrainin~ 
arm. Avoid damaging T/G. 

6. Use MESA hammer to break shaft of 
T /G and attempt to retrieve MPA, but 
avoid damaging geophones and cable reels. 

7. Leave ASE on sunshield and deploy 
ASE/Central Station as one unit. Use UHT 
to unreel sufficient cable to permit sun
shield deployment. 

8. Attempt to cut or break A.SE cables 
or break ASE connectors in order to 
permit sunshield deployment. 

I. Ensure restraining arm is fully 
rotated. 

2. Obtain aid of second crewman to force 
T /G plate assembly off sunshield. 

Remarks 

Thumper activity would be lost, 
but geophones and MPA woclld still 
be functional. 

Experiment thermal control and 
science, as well as Central Station 
thermal control, will be degraded. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
ASE will permit successful 
operation of remainder of A LSEP. 
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Event 
No. I Contingenc:y 

15. 7 I T /G falls off plate 
assembly or is 
dropped during 
transport to MET. 

'·' 

15. 8 l T/G section cannot 
be unfolded. 

A __ gent 

Crew 

Crew 

IS fhumper/Geophone Offload 

Action 

3. Use MESA hammer to jar or break T/G 
plate assembly. Avoid damaging T/G. 

4. Deploy T/G, but not MFA. 

5. Leave MFA on sunshield and deploy MFA/ 
Central Station as one unit. Use UHT to unreel 
sufficient cable to permit sunshield deployment. 

6. Attempt to cut or break MFA cable or 
break MFA connector in order to permit 
sunshield deployment. 

Use UHT handle to retrieve T/G from lunar 
surface and remove debris, as required. 

I. Obtain aid of second crewman to force 
T /G unfolding. 

2. Use MESA hammer to jar or force 
unfolding. Avoid damaging T/G. 

3. Attempt to continue ASE deployment with 
T /G still folded. 

Remarks 

MFA activity would be lost but 
thumper and geophones would still 
be functional. 

Experiment thermal control and 
science, as well as Central Station 
thermal control, will be degraded. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central. Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
MFA will permit successful 
operation of remainder of A LSEF 
Thumper activity will not be 
affected. 

Thumper activity would be lost, 
but geophones and MFA would 
still be functional. 
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Event 
No. Contingenc_y_ Agent 

15.9 T /G sleeve will not Crew 
lock. 

1 Thumper/Geophone Offload 

Action 

1. Obtain aid of second crewman to force 
T /G locking. 

2. Use MESA hammer to jar or force unfol-
ding. Avoid damaging T/G. 

3. Attempt to continue ASE deployment with 
T /G sleeve unlocked, but exercise caution. 

Remarks 

1-1 
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16. 0 tar Package Offload 

~:~~t I Contingency -----·--l ~:enW._A_c_t_i_o_n _______ _ 
--------·--------~ 

16. I 

16.2 

'l .• -- o. ;j 

UHT will not engage 1 Crew 
in MPA carry socket~o 

MPA binds on pins 
during removal 
from sunshield. 

Crew 

Unable to deploy MPt Crew 
10 feet west of Centr 1 
Station. 

1. Try to engage second UHT in carry 
socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manu
ally (i.e., using MPA antenna to lower MPA 
to lunar surface). 

1. Rock MPA and apply additional force. 

2. Obtain aid of second crewman. 

3. Leave MPA on sunshield and deploy 
MPA/Central Station as one unit. Use UHT 
to unreel sufficient cable to permit sun
shield deployment. 

4. Attempt to cut or break MPA cable or 
break MPA connector in order to permit 
sunshield deployment. 

Locate MPA as far from Central Station 
and PSE as possible and attempt to keep PSE 
and Central Station in front of MPA, but out 
of the MPA line of fire. 

Remarks 

MPA antenna is fragile and 
subject to damage. 

MPA thermal control and science, 
as well as Central Station thern~al 
control, will be degraded. 
Thumper activity will not be 
affected. 

If unsuccessful, sunf.;hield •:rill not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. Loss of 
MPA will perrnit successful 
operation of remainder of A LSEP. 
Thumper activity will not be 
affected. 

1-1 
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16.0 .ctar Package Offload 

E....-ent 

~o •. _ ! Contingency_ ___ " j Agent j Action j Remarks .. 

16, I 

16. 

lt .. / 

16. :( 

Experiment falls off 
UHT due to ac ciden
tal triggering of UH'l 
release mechanism. 

MPA carry socket 
pull pin jams. 

C rew.m.an walks too 
far and jerks 
Central Station. 

Leg does not deploy 
or lock before 
emplacement. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, gently 
lift experiment, manually secure experiment 
and attempt to re-engage UHT in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails deploy manu
ally (i.e. using MPA antenna to lower MPA 
to lunar surface). 

1. Apply additional force while rotating pin. 

2. Apply additional force with MESA hammelr 
or break pin. 

3. If unsuccessful, deploy manually, (i.e. , 
using MPA antenna to lower MPA to lunar 
surface.) 

1. Carry MPA back toward Central Station 
to provide slack cable and continue deploy
ment of MPA. 

2. Check cable and connectors at experiment 
and Central Station interfaces for visible 
signs of damage. 

1. Apply additional force in an attempt to 
deploy and lock leg. 

2. If unsuccessful, use lunar surface ma
terial to shore up MPA. 

Reduced thermal control due 
to degradation of thermal paint 
with lunar debris. 

MPA antenna is fragile and subjec 
to damage. 

MPA antenna is fragile and subjec· 
to damage. 

Since MPA must be stable during 
and after firing, the lunar surface 
material must be compacted so as 
to form a firm base for MPA :; 

. 1 
emplacement. N 



Event 
:S:o. J Contingency 

r c. 8 I Leg unlocks after 
emplacement or 
breaks. 

Agent 

Crew 

~c. a MPA falls over while I Crew 
emplacing experirnent. 

'l~i:.lO I Antenna does not de
ploy or lock. 

~:. ll l Antenna breaks. 

l-:. 12 I UHT will not disengag€ 
from MPA UHT 
socket. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

16.0 M-.. .r Package Offload 

Action I Remarks 

Use lunar surface material to shore up MPA.I Since MPA must be stable during 
and after firing, the lunar surface 
material must be compacted so 

1. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, 
gently lift experiment, manually secure 
experiment and attempt to re-engage UHT 
in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manu
ally (i.e., using MPA antenna to lower MPA 
to lunar surface.) 

1. Apply additional force in an attempt to 
deploy and lock antenna. 

2. If unsuccessful, continue task sequence. 

Continue task sequence. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it 
on the MPA and continue deployment using 
second UIIT. 

as to form a firm base for MFA 
emplacement. 

Reduced thermal control due to de
gradation of thermal paint with lunar 
debris. 

MPA antenna is fragile and sub
ject to damage. 

MPA antenna is fragile and subject 
to damage. 

MFA science will be degraded. 

MPA science will be degraded. 

MPA leveling, alignment, stability 
and thermal control will be de
graded. Although only one UHT is 
needed for deployment, deployment 
time will be increased. Second crew 
man could carry out geological tasks 
while first astronaut completes 
ALSEP deployment. 
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17. 0 s .ield Deployment 

---+- ~ent 1 Action Remarks 

Suns hield Boyd bolt 
spline will not de
press. 

Sunshield Boyd bolt 
will not rotate. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression of Boyc;l bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. Leave sunshield in stowed condition and 
attempt to gain access to antenna mast 
bracket. 

5. If unsuccessful, place antenna aiming 
mechanism on sunshield and prop up for 
stability. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Leave sunshield in stowed condition and 
attempt to gain access to antenna mast 
bracket. 

4. If unsuccessful, place antenna aiming 
mechanism on sunshield and prop up for 
stability. 

Central Station thermal control 
will be degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

Central Station thermal control 
will be degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 
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Event 
No. 

17.3 Suns hield will not 
move when depressed 
by UHT or will not 
deploy. 

Agent 

Crew 

17. 0 St. .ield Deployment 

Action 

1. Ensure all Boyd bolts have been re
leased. 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolts have 
been sprung upward. 

3. Engage UHT in Subpackage #I tem
porary stowage socket and use UHT as a 
lever to raise sunshield. 

4. Check to see if curtain cover, side 
thermal curtain or ALSEP antenna cable is 
jammed and release it with UHT handle, if 
required. 

5. Use UHT handle in an attempt to pry 
sunshield upward. 

6. Use MESA hammer to jar or break sun
shield free, if site of resistance to deploy
ment can be located. 

7. Leave sunshield in stowed condition and 
attempt to gain access to antenna mast 
bracket. 

8. If unsuccessful, place antenna aiming 
mechanism on sunshield and prop up for 
stability. 

Remarks 

Central Station thermal control1r>..ay 
be degraded. 

Central .Station thermal control will 
be degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 
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Event 
No. 

17.4 I ALSEP antenna cable 
reel lanyard breaks 01 

pin jams. 

17.5 

17.6 

ALSEP antenna cable 
restraint jams. 

Antenna Boyd bolt 
spline will not de
press. 

17. 0 S, 11ie1d Dep1oynltmt 

' I -------------------'"-· ---r----
1 Agent j Action 1 _R_e_m_a_r_k_s ________ _ 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Apply additional force on pin with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

2. Attempt to use UHT handle to bend or 
break antenna cable restraint. 

3. Deploy ALSEP antenna on stowed sun
shield. 

l. Use UHT handle to bend or break antennc 
cable restraint and to deploy antenna cable. 

2. Deploy ALSEP antenna on stowed sun
shield. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression of Boyd bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. Use MESA hammer to pry antenna free 
on break bracket. 

Central Station thermal control and 
antenna aiming accuracy '.Vill be 
degraded. 

Central Station thermal control and 
antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

Central Station thermal control and 
antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 
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17. 0 s.. .1ield Deployment 

EYe:tt I ···--·--·-·-r··------~.:--------------------------~--------------------

~o. ' 

~ 7. 7 I Antenna Boyd bolt will 
not rotate. 

2-.,:; Antenna restraining 
arm will not rotate. 

1 Agent 1 Action I Remarks 

Crew 

Crew 

5. Obtain aid of second crewman move ~Central Station thermal control and 
Central Station toward deployed experiments antenna aiming accuracy will be 
turn over Central Station onto its eastern degraded. 
side without disturbing deployed experiments,! 
and attempt to slant sunshield approximately 
25° off vertical so that antenna is pointing 
toward the earth. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Use MESA hammer to pry antenna free 
or break bracket. 

4. Obtain aid of second crewman move 
Central Station toward deployed experiments, 
turn over Central Station .onto its eastern 
side without disturbing deployed experiments 
and attempt to slant sunshield approximately 
25° off vertical so that antenna is pointing 
toward the earth. 

I. Ensure Boyd bolt has been released. 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolt has 
been sprung upward. 

3. Use UHT handle to force antenna re

straining arm rotation. 

4. Use MESA hammer to break bracket. 

Central Station thermal control and 
antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 
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17.0 s ield Deployment 

---··-·-...-- ···---·-----,---------':-------------------------------· 
:2Yent 
~o. ~ .Contingency ~--1 A_gent 1 Acti~n 1 Remarks 

l7 ~ 9 Antenna falls of sun
shield. 

l 7. l 0 I Side thermal curtain 
cover cannot be re
moved. 

17. llj Velcro tabs on side 
curtains will not rna te 
or match up properly. 

17. 12 l Central Station not 
properly leveled and 
aligned following sun
shield erection. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

5. Obtain aid of second crewman, move 
Central Station toward deployed experiments, 
turn over Central Station onto its eastern 
side without disturbing deployed experiments 
and attempt to slant sunshield approximately 
25° off vertical so that antenna is pointing 
toward the earth. 

Use UHT handle to retrieve antenna from 
lunar surface and remove debris, as re
quired. 

Use UHT handle to bend or break side 
thermal curtain cover. 

1. Run UHT between mating surfaces to 
release velcro and attempt to reattach 
velcro properly. 

2. If unsuccessful in attempt to mate or 
match up velcro properly continued deploy
ment. 

1. Manually ensure that sunshield is fully 
erected. 

2. If an undeployable experiment is causing 
slanting of the sunshield, do not relevel or 
realign Central Station. 

Central Station thermal control and 
antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

Central Station thermal control 
rna y be degraded. 

Central Station thermal control 
may be degraded. 
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17.0 St.. ~ield Deployrr1ent 

E":t·en .. t ·----- --,..---···· ······----------.---.... ----------------------
N-a, 

17. 13 I Lunar debris degrades 
readability of bubble 
level or compass rose, 
or bubble level or sun 
compass is dam.aged. 

~gent 

Crew 

Action J. 

3. Use UHT handle or boot to relevel or 
realign Central Station. Do not bear down o 
sunshield or use sunshield as a handhold for 
releveling or realignment. 

4. If unsuccessful in attempt to relevel or 
realign Central Station, continue deployment. 

Level by using estimation of true vertical 
and other equipment as a reference, align by 
using shadows and other equipment as a 
reference, and ensure ample photo coverage 
is obtained to verify Central Station orien
tation. 

__ ., ~"-.. "''"-

Remarks 

Central Station thermal control 
may be degraded. 

Without accurate leveling and align
ment Central Station thennal control 
and antenna airning accuracy will be 
degraded. 
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E...-ent 
"So. 

l s. l 

1! q ? 
.li '-"' ·-

~·---~------, 

·- I A_g_ent 

CPLEE Boyd bolt 
spline will not de
press. 

CPLEE Boyd bolt 
will not rotate. 

Crew 

Crew 

18.0 G ..C:E Deployment 

Action 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression of Boyd bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. Leave CPLEE on sunshield and deploy 
CPLEE/ Central Station as one unit. Use 
UHT to unreel sufficient cable to permit sun
shield deployment. 

5. Attempt to cut or break CPLEE cable 
or break CPLEE connector in order to per
mit sunshield deployment. 

I. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out Boyd 
bolt threads. 

3. Leave CPLEE on sunshield and deploy 
CPLEE/ Central Station as one unit. Use 
UHT to unreel sufficient cable to permit sun
shield deployment. 

4. Attempt to cut or break CPLEE cable 
or break CPLEE connector in order to per

mit sunshield deployment. 

Remarks 

Experiment will not function and 
Central Station thermal control 
will be degraded. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. 

Experiment will not function and 
Central Station thermal control 
will be degraded. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will not 
deploy and Central Station thermal 
control will be degraded. 
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18.0 ( i::E Deployment 

Event 
~--~----~~--, -~,_ ..... _....,......_ 

~o. _ .. ! Contingency ---~--,-l Agent I Action j Remarks 

::3.3 

IS .. -! 

18.5 

UHT will not engage 
in CPLEE carry 
socket. 

CPLEE will not come 
off sunshield. 

Unable to deploy 
CPLEE 10 feet north
east of Central Sta
tion. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Try to engage second UHT in carry 
socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, remove 
CPLEE manually be grasping leg and em
place experiment while grasping thermal 
plate, using UHT handle, as required, to 
aid in emplacing unit upright. 

1. Ensure all Boyd bolts have been re
leased. 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolts 
have been sprung upward. 

3. Leave CPLEE on sunshield and deploy 
CPLEE/ Central Station as one unit. Use 
UHT to unreel sufficient cable to permit 
sunshield deployment. 

4. Attempt to cut or break CPLEE cable 
or break CPLEE connector in order to per
mit sunshield deployment. 

1. Locate CPLEE as far from Central 
Station as possible and attempt to keep 
CPLEE out of field of view of Central Sta
tion radiator. 

2. Attempt to maintain a 10 foot separa
tion between PSE and CPLEE. 

3. Attempt to maintain a 10 foot separa
tion between RTG and CPLEE. 

Experiment will not function and 
Central Station thermal control 
will be degraded. 

If unsuccessful, sunshield will 
not deploy and Central Station 
thermal control will be degraded. 
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18.0 ( ~E Deployment 

Event . 
~o. 

9 
· -, . _ --- t -·-1 Age~ A<;:_!!on __________________ ,_ 

~ ~ ,.... 
- ..... It •....; 

IB~ 7 

2S.S 

13.9 

Experiment falls off 
UHT due to accidental 
triggering of UHT 
release mechanism. 

CPLEE carry socket 
pull pin jams. 

Crewman walks too 
far and jerks Central 
Station. 

CPLEE falls over 
while emplacing 
experiment. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, 
gently lift experiment, manually secure 
experiment and attempt to re-engage UHT 
in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manu
ally (i.e., using CPLEE thermal plate and 
UHT handle, as required, to emplace unit 
upright). 

I. Apply additional force while rotating 
pin. 

2. Apply additional force with MESA 
hammer or break pin. 

3. If unsuccessful, deploy manually (i.e., 
using CPLEE thermal plate and UHT handle, 
as required, to emplace unit upright). 

1. Carry CPLEE back toward Central 
Station to provide slack cable and continue 
deployment of CPLEE. 

2. Check cable and connectors at experi
ment and Central Station interfaces for 
visible signs of damage. 

1. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, 
gently lift experiment, manually secure 
experiment and attempt to re-engage UHT 
in socket, 

Remarks 

Reduced thermal control due to 
degradation of thermal paint with 
lunar debris. 

Reduced thermal control due to de
gradation of thermal paint with 
lunar debris. 
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18. 0 l ~E Deployment 

.,.....~,;_. Event 
~o. -~ j Agent 1 Action __ Remarks ··-

18. 10 I Lunar debris degrade~ Crew 
readability of bubble 
level or alignment 
marks or bubble level 
or alignment m.arks 
are damaged. 

18. 111 UHT will not dis- I Crew 
engage from CPLEE 
UHT socket. 

18. 12 I CPLEE dust cover 
releases. 

Crew 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manu
ally (i.e., using CPLEE thermal plate and 
UHT handle, as required, to emplace unit 
upright). 

Level by using estimation of true vertical 
and other equipment as a reference, align 
by using shadows and other equipment as a 
reference, and ensure ample photo coverage 
is obtained to verify experiment orientation. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on 
the CPLEE and continue deployment using 
second UHT. 

Deploy with cover open, but minimize dust 
contamination. 

Without accurate leveling and align
ment science and thermal control 
will be degraded. 

CPLEE leveling, alignm.ent, stabil
ity and thermal control will be de-
graded. Although only one UHT is 
needed for deployment, deploy
ment time will be increased. Secom 
crewman could carry out geological 
tasks while first astronaut com
pletes ALSEP deployment. 

CPLEE thermal control and science 
may be degrq.ded. 
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19. 0 ALS. .~.ntenna Installation 

E~nt I -----~ T 1 • ~-·---,--

No. 1. Contingency_ _ I Ag~nt 1 Action I Remarks 

Antenna mast binds Crew 19. 1 Stand on subpallet and rotate mast while 
applying additional lifting force on lower 
half. 

19.2 

19.3 

on subpallet taper 
fitting. 

Antenna mast 
bracket on Central 
Station covered 
with lunar deb.ris. 

Antenna mast will 
not seat in bracket 
on Central Station. 

Crew 

Crew 

Clear area with boot or use UHT to probe 
or jar bracket and free it of debris. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Examine antenna mast for obstructions, 
dislodge obstructions by impact and 
reseat antenna mast in bracket on Central 
Station. 

3. Use MESA hammer to apply additional 
force. Do not damage aiming mechanism 
interface. 

4. If antenna mast is partially seated, 
continue with nominal deployment sequence. 

5. If antenna mast cannot be seated in 
bracket or is unstable, mount aiming 
mechanism and antenna on sunshield. 

Antenna aiming accuracy 1nay be 
degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy ... vill be 
degraded. 

l-1 
-!) 
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19. 0 ALSI ntenna Installation 

Even.t ~· -----, ----1,------------------------ '"'~~---·--

:_\fo • 1 Agent 1 Action ... _. 1 _R_e_m_a_r_k_s _______ _ 

19.4 

l Q, 5 

Aiming mechanism 
Boyd bolt spline 
will not depress. 

Aiming mechanis1n 
Boyd bolts will not 
rotate. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
us second UHT. 

2. Use MESA hammer on top of UHT to 
force depression of Boyd bolt spline. 

3. Attempt to overcome spline lock by 
forcefully rotating UHT. 

4. I:f unsuccessful use MESA ha1nmer to 
break housing off mounting lugs in order 
to gain access to ailning mechanisxn. 

5. If unable to gain access to aiming 
mechanism, place antenna on Central 
Station sunshield and prop up for 
stability. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Forcefully rotate UHT to wipe out 
Boyd bolt threads. 

3. If unsuccessful, use MESA harnmer to 
break housing off mounting lugs in order to 
gain access to aiming mechanism. 

4. If unable to gain access to aiming 
mechanism, place antenna on Central 
Station sunshield and prop up for stability. 

Antenna aiming accuracy 
will be degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy \vill be 
degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

, ... 
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19.0ALS ... ...ntenna Installation 

Evei~tT ---------., 1 ' .--

No. 

19.6 

19@ 7 

. I Agent l Actio_!?- I Remarks 

UHT will not engage 
in aiming mechanis1n 
housing carry socket. 

Aiming mechanism 
housing will not come 
off subpallet. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Try to engage second UHT in carry 
socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manu
ally. 

1. Ensure both Boyd bolts have been re
leased. 

2. Use UHT to ensure that Boyd bolts have 
been sprung upward. 

3. If unsuccessful, use MESA hammer to 
break housing off mounting lugs in order to 
gain access to aiming mechanism. 

4. If unable to gain access to aiming 
mechanis~ place antenna on Central 
Station sunshield and prop up for 
stability. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

,_.. 
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19.0 ALS.... Antenna Installation 

E:ve~t ---------~ --------~~r--------------------------------------------------------~.1-------------------------------------~-
No. . ~ - ~ ~--~-9 -~-- 1 1 Agent 1 Action __ j _R_e_m_a_r_k_s ____________ _ 

19.8 

1 '?. 9 

Aiming mechanism 
housing falls off UHT 
due to accidental 
triggering of UHT re
lease mechanism. 

Aiming mechanism 
falls out of aiming 
rnechanism housing. 

19. l 0 I Aiming mechanism 
housing cover is 
jam.med. 

19. lll Aiming mechanism 
will not seat on 
antenna mast. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Use UHT to rotate ainrlng mechanism 
housing so that carry socket is oriented up
ward and attempt to re-engage UHT in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manu
ally. 

Retrieve mechanism with UHT handle and 
shake debris off or clean taper fitting with 
glove. 

Use MESA hammer to jar or break cover. 

l. Apply additional force. 

2. Examine antenna mast for obstructions, 
dislodge obstructions by impact and reseat 
aiming mechanism on antenna mast. 

3. If ainrlng mechanism is partially seated 
and stable, continue with nominal deploy
ment. 

4. Examine antenna mast for damage and, 
if antenna mast is damaged, place aiming 
mechanism and antenna on sunshield and 
prop up for stability. 

5. Examine aiming mechanism for damage 
and, if aiming mechanism is damaged, 
place aiming mechanism and antenna on 
sunshield and prop up for stability. 

Reduced operational capability or 
jamming of the gears and pivot 
points is possible due to degrada
tion of the aiming mechanism 
surfaces with lunar debris. 

Antenna aiming accuracy 1nay be 
degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

...... 
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19.0 ALSJ. .ntenna Installation 

~::nt Contingency _ I Agent I Action - I Remarks ~-
19. 121 Aiming n1echanism 

housing can not be 
removed. 

19. 13 I UHT will not dis
engage from aiming 
mechanism housing 
UHT socket. 

F·. 1-±1 Clam shells can not 
be removed. 

19. 15 I Antenna will not seat 
on airrrlng mechanism. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Obtain aid of second crewman. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on 
the aiming mechanism housing and continue 
deployment using second UHT. 

Obtain aid of second crewman. 

1. Ensure cable outlet is properly oriented. 

2. Apply additional force. 

3. Examine antenna and aiming mechanism 
for obstructions, dislodge obstructions .by 
impact and reseat antenna on aiming 
mechanism. 

4. If antenna is partially, but firn1ly, seat
ed on aiming mechanism continue with 
nominal deployment. 

5. Examine antenna and aiming mechanism 
for damage and, if damaged, place antenna 
on sunshield and prop up for stability. 

Although only one UHT is needed 
for deployment, deployr:nent time 
will be increased. Second crewn1.an 
could carry out geological tasks 
while first astronaut completes 
ALSEP deployment. 

Antenna aiming accuracy may be 
degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy \vill be 
degraded. --.!:> 

I 
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19.0 ALS. Antenna Installation 

E~.-ent -~ • r---
Xo·lll 

: '1. l o I Aiming mechanism 
knob will not rotate. 

~gent 

Crew 

Action 

1. Apply additional force with hand or 
MESA hammer, being careful not to damage 
mechanism. 

2. Attempt to intentionally fail mechanism, 
achieve approximately correct orientation 
using visual sighting and shim or brace 
antenna to maintain aiming accuracy. 

3. If unsuccessful, remove antenna from 
aiming mechanism, place it on sunshield, 
achieve approximately correct orientation 
using visual sighting and shim or brace 
antenna to maintain aiming accuracy. 

4. Adjust antenna, as required, in real 
time to achieve good communication. 

Remarks 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

Antenna aiming accuracy will be 
degraded. 

...... 
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-· E,.-e:J.t 

~o. Contingenc_y Agent 

2•). I Switch # 1 cannot be Crew/ 
turned CW to ON MCC 
position. 

Crew 

Crew/ 
MCC 

MCC/ 
Crew 

2J.2 Switch #5 cannot be Crew/ 
turned C CW to ON MCC 
position. 

Crew 

Crew/ 
MCC 

MCC/ 
Crew 

20. 0 - EP Activation 

Action 

I. Report to MCC. 

2. Verify that switch is in CCW position. 

3. Apply additional force to switch. 

4. Report to MCC and continue ALSEP 
deployment. Do not activate thumper until 
MCC confirms "ready". 

5. Compute time when PCU will activate 
assuming normal RTG warmup, command 
transmitter on (013), confirm ALSEP data 
and notify crew to complete ALSEP deploy-
ment. 

I. Report to MCC. 

2. Verify that switch is in CW position. 

3. Apply additional force to switch. 

4. Report to MCC and continue ALSEP 
deployment. Do not activate thumper until 
MC C confirms "ready". 

5. Command ASE on (042) and notify crew 
to complete ALSEP deployment. 

Remarks 

-

.. 

I ·-
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E">.-ent 
N-v~ 

20. 3 

2.~.-t: 

Continl!ency 

ALSEP fails to re
spond to command to 
turn on transmitter 
(013). 

Downlink signal 
strength low. 

20.0 ALSEP Activation 

--r-----·------~~------· 

A_gent 

MCC 

MCC/ 
Crew 

Crew/ 
MCC 

MCC 

MCC/ 
Crew 

MCC/ 
Crew 

Crew/ 
MCC 

Action 

1. Reinitiate the command. 

2. If unsuccessful, select other decoder 
(ALSEP 3A or 3B) and reinitiate the com
mand. 

3. Notify crew to verify that antenna 
is properly oriented, Central Station is pro
perly leveled and aligned, and RF cable and 
connectors are intact. 

4. Notify MCC if antenna did not require 
reorientation, if Central Station did not 
require leveling or alignment, and if RF 
cable and connectors are intact. 

5. I£ antenna is properly oriented, Central 
Station is leveled and aligned and RF cable 
and connectors are intact, initiate connnand 
CD-4 (octal 015) "Transmitter B Select". 

6. If unsuccessful, notify crew to turn 
Switch #2 CW to ON position .• 

1. Notify crew to verify that antenna is 
prope.rly oriented, Central Station is proper
ly leveled and aligned, and RF cable and 
connectors are intact. 

2. Notify MCC if antenna did not require 
reorientation, if Central Station did not 

require leveling or alignment, and if RF 
cable and connectors are intact. 

Remarks 

N 
0 
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.E,.-ent 
:!\ro. 

20.5 

20.6 

Downlink frequency so 
unstable that MCC 
receiver cannot 
synchronize. 

ALSEP fails to re
spond to comxn.and to 
switch to high bit 
rate (003 ). 

~ent 

MCC 

MCC/ 
Crew 

MCC 

MCC/ 
Crew 

MCC 

Crew/ 
MCC 

MCC 

20.0 ALSEP Activation 

Action 

3. If antenna is properly oriented, Central 
Station is leveled and aligned and RF cable 
and connectors are intact, select Trans
mitter "B" (015 ). 

4. If unsuccessful, notify crew to adjust 
antenna pointing angle in small increments 
under MC C direction and to step back after 
each adjustment to avoid distortion of 
antenna beam pattern. 

5. Request data through a site with 85 
foot antenna. 

6. Select "Slow Bit Rate" (007). 

7. If signal still too weak to yield useful 
data, notify crew to abandon thumper 
activity but to complete remainder of ALSEP 
deployment. 

1. Select redundant transmitter (015 ). 

2. If signal still unstable, notify crew to 
abandon thumper activity but to complete 
rexn.ainder of ALSEP deployment. 

l. Reinitiate the command. 

2. If unsuccessful, select other decoder 
(ALSEP 3A or 3B) and reinitiate the com
mand. 

.. 

Remarks 

N 
0 . 



20. 0 ALSEP Activation 

~~ntJ Contingenc;·---~~~------1~-~e~~=-r~:o~--:-----------·-----------~--------~-~e~arks --·-----·---------------

2.0.7 

2:].8 

Data absent in high 
bit rate mode. 

MCC/ 
Crew 

MCC/ 
Crew 

RTG engineering data I MCC/ 
is out of limits in high Crew 
bit rate mode. 

3. Initiate command CD-4 (octal 015) 
11 Transmitter B Select11

• 

4. If unsuccessful, notify crew to turn 
Switch #4 CW to ON position. 

5. If no change in data rate, notify crew to 
abandon thumper activity but to complete 
remainder of ALSEP deployment. 

1. Notify crew to verify that Switch #5 is 
turned CCW to ON position. 

2. Notify crew to abandon thumper 
but to complete remainder of ALSEP 
deployment. 

Notify crew to abandon thumper activity 
but to complete remainder of ALSEP de
ployment. 

N 
0 
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21.0 SIDE/CCIG Deployment 

Event l - G I --
No. Contingency ___ Aent l Action Remarks 

21. 1 

21. 2 

21.3 

21.4 

21.5 

CCIG fastener jams. 

UHT will not engage 
in SIDE/CCIG carry 
socket. 

Unable to deploy 
SIDE/CCIG 55 feet 
southeast of Central 
Station. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

Experim.ent falls o££ I Crew 
UHT due to accidental 
triggering of UHT 
release mechanis1n. 

Cre\v-m.ari walks too I Crew 
far and jerks Cenb·al 
Station out of align-
ment .. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Leave CCIG in stowage cavity and continue 
SIDE deployment. 

1. Try to engage second UHT in carry socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manually 
by grasping ground screen tube. 

Locate SIDE/CCIG as far from Central 
Station and R TG as pos sib1e. 

1. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, gently 
lift experiment, manually secure ground 
screen tube or leg and attempt to re-engage 
UHT in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy 
manually by grasping ground screen 
tube. 

l. Carry experiment back toward Central 
Station to provide slack cable, continue 
deployment of SIDE/CCIG and realign Central 
Station and check other experiments upon 
return. 

2. Check cable and connectors at experiment 
and Central Station interfaces for visible 
signs of damage. 

Loss of CCIG will permit 
successful operation of SIDE. 

Reduced therxnal control due to 
degradation of thern1al point 
with lunar debris. 

N ...... 
I 
...... 



Event 
No. 

21.6 

c:::t:ingency 

r~~ will not engage 
in ~round screen 
SOC:~<:et. 

21. 7 I G = :-.:.:=.d screen will 
not ::tis engage from 

21. 8 

~-c~:-. 

I 

CCIG cannot be 
rer:--_oved from 
stowage cavity. 

Crew 

Crew 

~ 

21. 0 SIDF....:j C GIG Deploy:m.ent 

Action Remarks 

1. Attempt to release ground screen with 
UHT and to remove and deploy ground screen 
manually. 

2. Try to engage second UHT in ground 
screen socket. 

3. If unsuccessful, continue SIDE/CCIG 
deployment without ground screen. 

1. Manually remove screen from UHT, deploy 
screen manually and drop on the lunar surface 
as flat as possible. 

2. Apply additional force. 

3. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

4. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on the 
screen and continue deployment using 
second UHT. 

1. Ensure that CCIG fastener is not pre
venting CCIG removal. 

2. Use second UHT to aid in extracting CCIG. 

3. Pull on cable in order to force the CCIG 
out of the cavity. 

4. Leave CCIG in stowage cavity and continue 
SIDE deployment. 

SIDE science will be degraded. 

Experiment seience will be degraded. 
Although only one UHT is needed 
for deployment, deployment tune 
will be increased. Second crewman 
could carry out geological tasks 
while first astronaut completes 
ALSEP deployment. 

N ,._. 
I 

Loss of CCIG will permit sue- N 

cessful operation of SIDE. 



Event -·--:r· 
N~ C::c.tingency 

21.9 I ~=~E/CCIG dust 

I
. cc~.·e~ gets hung up 

C::.:L-ing removal or 
I :;::·.:11 ring fails. 

21. l 0 S::::JE leg breaks off 
..-:.:.:J.e emplacing the 
~:->--:Jeriment. 

I 
21. ll ls::::JE falls I t!c:?lacing 

I 
I 

I 

over while 
experhnent 

21.0 SIDE/CCIG Deployment 

-------...,..-------------------··---
Remarks A~nt I Action -----+--------·-• c--~·-·--

Crew 1. Use UHT handle to pull off dust cover. 

Crew 

Crew 

2. Request aid of second crewman. 

1. Prop up experiment with rock or other 
lunar debris . 

2. Break off remaining legs and emplace 
experiment directly on the lunar surface. 

1. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, gently 
lift experhnent, manually secure leg and 
atternpt to re-engage UHT in socket. 

2. If UHT engagement fails, deploy manually 
or attempt to lower experhnent to lunar 
surface by hooking UHT handle in CCIG or 
cable reel stowage cavities. 

Experiment stability will be 
degraded. Experiment thermal 
control may be degraded. 

Reduced thermal control due 
to degradation of thermal 
paint with lunar debris. 

21. 12j CCIG cannot be I Crew 
~ s:!:":.cnted away from 

Orient north or south with as clear a field of 
view as possible. 

j L~~ or ALSEP equip
I :r:c:.c~t. 
j 
I 

I 
I 
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21. 0 SIDE/ C GIG Deploym.ent 

Event ----,---~·------~------ --------- ···----·--·~---

~o. --~ o · 1 APent ·--·--t-~ction -·---·--------- Remarks ·----+-
21. 13 ! CCIG topples over or I Crew 

does not lie flat on 

21. 14 

the lunar surface. 

. :..•.:.::ar debris degrades 
!readability of bubble 
level. bubble level :i.s 
ca"'"'aged, or SIDE 
ca1'l!lot be aligned as 
planned. 

21. 15 I t-HT will not disen
gage from SIDE UHT 
:::ocket. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Retrieve cable with UHT handle, attempt 
to gently overcome any set in the cable by 
bending it, as required, and re-emplace 
CCIG. 

2. Partially embed CCIG in lunar surface by 
gently stepping on CCIG, but do not bury 
orifice. 

CCIG thermal control will be 
degraded. 

3. Abandon effort and continue with remainder CCIG science will be degr-aded. 
of ALSEP deployment. 

Level by using estimation of t:rue vertical and 
other equipment as a reference, align by 
using shadows and other equip:ment as a 
reference, and ensure ample photo coverage 
is obtained to verify experiment orieutation. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on the 
SIDE and continue deployment using second 
UHT. 

'\Vithout accurate leveling and 
alignment science and thermal 
control will be degraded.· 

Experinlent leveling, alignr.nent, 
stability and thermal control 
will be degraded. Although only 
one UHT is needed for deploy
ment, deployment time will be 
increased. Second creW!llan 
could carry out geological 
tasks while first astronaut 
completes ALSEP deployment. N ..... 
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Event 
No. 

21. 16 

I 

,?in januned or 
la:::yard breaks. 

21. 17 ls::.:..:JE dust cover re
leases when pull pin 
is ::emoved. 

~nt 

Crew 

Crew 

21. 0 SIDE/CCIG Deployment 

Action 

I. Use UHT handle to retrieve cable, gently 
lift experiment, manually secure leg and 
attempt to remove pin manually. 

2. I£ unsuccessful, use UHT handle or MESA 
hanuner and attempt to bend or break cover 
free. Ensure that dust cover corners are 
free. 

3. Abandon effort and continue with ALSEP 
deployment. 

1. Attempt to relatch cover. 

2. Deploy with cover open, but minimize 
dust contamination. 

Remarks ·---

Experiment will not function 
with cover locked in stowed 
position. 

SIDE thermal control and science 
may be degraded. 

N 
....... 
I 
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22. 0 PSKDeployment 

--·---·--r------------r------,-----·-------------------~, ~-----Event 

~o. _J C:mtingency _ _j_~gent 1 Action _ Remarks 

22. 1 

22.2 

22.3 

22.4 

L."ET punctures 
thermal shroud during 

Crew I Remove UHT from puncture and attempt to Experiment thermal control 

le·;·eling. 

E:1..-oeriment falls off 
PSE stool while de
plcying thermal 
sl-.roud or during 
le·;·eling. 

T?:-.c rmal shroud will 
not lie flat on lunar 
s·.:.::-face. 

Crew 

Crew 

L::..nar debris degrades! Crew 
rEadability of bubble 
lc·:el or compass rose 
o:: bubble level or 
s~:..n compass is 
damaged. 

cover the opening if the hole remains. may be degraded. 

Retrieve experiment with UHT handle hooked 
into gnomon opening, gently lift experiment, 
grasp thermal skirt, raise skirt to 0bserve 
PSE stool and lower experiment onto PSE 
stool. 

I. Place small discarded ALSEP parts on 
edge of thermal shroud. 

2. If there are not enough small discarded 
ALSEP parts available, lunar rocks may be 
placed on edge of thermal shroud. 

Level by using ball level, estimation of true 
vertical and other equipment as a reference, 
estimate alignment by using shadows and 
other equipment as a reference, and ensure 
ample photo coverage is obtained to verify 
experiment orientation. 

Reduced thermal control 
due to degradation of shroud 
assembly with lunar debris 
and reduced alignment accuracy 
due to handling of gnomon. 

Possibly reduced thermal 
controL 

Reduced thermal control due 
to degradation of skirt with 
lunar debris. 

Without ± 5 a leveling, sensors 
will not operate and without 
accurate alignrnent readout, 
science will be degraded. 

N 
N 
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23. 0 Gt " 10ne Deployment 

Event --I ~···-···-·-L:· -·····--
N~~---- Contingency -·····----~-. A ent I Acti~r: Remarks 

23. 1 

23,2 

23.3 

T/G anchor, flag and 
extension handle can
not be assembled or 
emplanted in lunar 
surface, 

Crew 

Unable to deploy geo-1 Crew 
phones south of 
Central Station. 

Thumper falls on 
lunar surface. 

Crew 

Abandon effort, continue with remainder of 
geophone deployment, exercise caution during 
geophone deployment to avoid putting any 
strain on cables, geophones, or thumper and 
Central Station connectors and during thump
er activity ensure that none of the geophones 
have been disturbed or pulled out of the lunar 
surface. 

l. Deploy geophones southeast of Central 
Station. 

2. Place geophone cable on the other side of 
the MPA and rotate MPA. Deploy geophones 
northwest of Central Station (or due north if 
unable to deploy geophones to the northwest). 

Use UHT handle to retrieve T/G from lunar 
surface and remove debris, as required. 

Geophone/MPA alignment 
accuracy will be degraded 
without flag. 

MPA line of fire (which is in a 
direction opposite to the geo
phone deployment line) cannot 
be to the \Vest (because the 
mortar blast could dan1age 
Central Station) or to the east 
or the northeast (because the 
grenade line of flight would be 
over other A LSEP experiments) 
and hence deploying the geo
phones to the east, west, or 
southwest cannot be permitted. 

MPA line of fire cannot be to 
the southwest (because the mor
tar blast could damage PSE) and 
hence deploying the geophones to 
the northeast cannot be permitted. 

N 
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23. 0 GeoohonP DPnlovrnent 
.l. .I.. .I . --

Event 

23.4 

No. l Cantin ency A ent I Action I _R_e_m_a_r_k_s ____________ _ 

T/G cable reel does Crew Deploy cable manually. 

23.5 

23,6 

23.7 

23.8 

23. 9 

not turn freely or will 
not rotate. 

T/G cable spews off 
cable reel. 

Crew 

During deployment thcl Crew 
cable becomes sus-
pended between crat-
er rim edges. 

Geophone falls on I Cre\'-' 
lunar surface. 

Crewman walks too 1 Crew 
far and jerks other 
geophones or anchor 
out of ground or 
Central Station out of 
alignment. 

During geophone de
ployment a geophone 
cannot be embedded 
in lunar surface be
cause its planned 

placement location is 
too hard. 

Crew 

Remove any kinks or snarls in cable. 

1. If it is a small crater, c·ontinue on same 
deployment line. 

2, If it is a large crater, skirt crater and 
continue on a parallel deployment line. 

Use UHT handle to retrieve geophone cable, 
grasp geophone cable and continue geophone 
deployment. 

l. Carry geophone back toward Central 
Station to provide slack cable, continue geo
phone deployment, re-emplant geophones and 
anchor and realign Central Station prior to 
thumper activity, and check other experiment~ 
upon return. 

2. Check cables and connectors at thumper 
and Central Station interfaces, for visible 
signs of damage. 

1. Move the geophone laterally with respect 
to the geophone deployment line. 

2. Change the direction of deployment of the 
geophone line toward the southeast, northwest 
or toward the north. 

Slack cable suspended between 
small crater rims is not ex
pected to affect experiment. 

Any geophone may be displaced 
laterally up to 10 feet from the 
geophone-mortar axis. 

The MFA must be aligned along 
the new deployment direction. 

N 
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24.0 R Deployment 

Event 

No. J Contingency -"~· ~·t-A~~- I ~cti_9n Remarks 

24. l 

24.2 

24. 3 

:::::xperiment falls on 
~·.:c:tar surface. 

:-::'..able to deploy 
~RRR 100 feet west 
J: Central Station. 

Crew 

Crew 

.,._-HT will not engage I Crew 
:n LRRR UHT socket. 

Use UHT handle to hook carry handle andre- Reduced thermal control due to 
trieve LRRR. degradation of thermal paint with 

lunar debris. 

1. Locate LRRR as far west of Central 
Station as possible. 

2. Locate LRRR as far northwest or north 
of Central Station as possible, as far from 
MPA flight path as possible and at least 300 
feet from LM. 

3. Locate LRRR as far southwest or south of 
Central Station as possible, as far from MPA 
and geophone line as possible and at least 300 
feet from LM. 

4. Locate LRRR east or northeast of Central 
Station, as far from LM as possible, but no 
less than 300 feet from LM or 10 feet from 
the RTG. 

5. Locate LRRR southeast of Central Station, 
as far from LM, MPA and geophone line as 
possible, but no less than 300 feet from LM 
or 10 feet from RTG. 

1. Try to engage UHT in second UHT socket. 

2. Try to engage second UHT in both UHT 
sockets. 

Possible thermal degradation of 
LRRR due to deposition of lunar 
debris kicked up by grenade 
impact. 

Possible thermal degradation of 
LRRR due to deposition of lunar 
debris kicked up by MPA blast. 

Possible thermal degradation of 
LRRR due to deposition of lunar 
debris kicked up by LM assent 
stage blast and R TG heating. 

Possible thermal degradation of 
LRRR due to deposit ion of lunar 
debris kicked up by LM ascent 
stage and MPA blast, as well as 
R TG heating • 
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24.0 .R Deploym.ent 

Event I ' 
No. Contingency Agent Action Remarks 

24.4 

24.5 

24.6 

24.7 

UHT disengages froml Crew 
experiment due to 
accidental triggering 
of UHT release mech 
ani sm. 

LRRR leveling leg 
pull pin jams. 

Unable to deploy leg. 

Leveling leg does 
not lock. 

Crew 

Crew 

Crew 

3. If UHT engagement fails use UHT handle 
hooked into carry handle to rotate LRRR to 
lunar surface and attempt to use UHT handle 
hooked into carry handle and/ or boot to level 
and align LRRR. 

Use UHT handle to hook carry handle, retri
e\·e LRRR and attempt to re-engage UHT in 
socket 

1. Apply additional force while rotating pin. 

2. Apply additional force with MESA hammer 
or break pin. 

3. Emplace experiment on lunar surface with 
leg in stowed position and prop up experiment 
with penetrometer, rock or other lunar debris 

1. Use UH T handle to attempt to pry or jar 
leg free. 

LRRR aiming accuracy may be 
degraded. 

Reduced thermal control due to 
degradation of thermal paint with 
lunar debris. 

Experiment aiming accuracy, 
stability or thermal control may 
be degraded. 

2. Emplace experiment on lunar surface with! Experiment aiming accuracy, 
leg in stowed position and prop up experiment stability or thermal control 
with penetrometer, rock or other lunar debris. may be degraded. 

l. Repeat leg deployment and apply addition
al force. 

2. Emplace experiment on lunar surface with 
leg in deployed position and prop up experi
ment with penetrometer, rock or other 
lunar debris. 

Experiment aiming accuracy, 
stability or thermal control 
may be degraded. 
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24.0 R Deployment 

--.------------.-----;------------~-------__.__-
Event 
No. Co~_:i~ency ~gent 

24.8 D-..::~-= cover will not Crew 
re>=ase. 

24.9 L-..:.::ar debris degrade$ Crew 
rc:e :.ability of bubble 
le.-::l or compass rose, 
or ·:Jubble level or sun 
c o=::::as s is damaged. 

24. 101 r!::-: '.V"i.ll not disen
go.~= :'rom LRRR UHT 
s o:~t::et. 

Crew 

Action 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. If unsuccessful or lanyard breaks, use UHT 
handle to pry dust cover free at velcro attach
ment points. 

Level by using estimation of true vertical and 
other equipment as a reference, align by usin~ 
shadows and other equipment as a reference, 
and ensure ample photo coverage is obtained 
to verify experiment orientation. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

Remarks 

Without accurate leveling and 
alignment science and thermal 
control will be degraded. 

Experiment aiming accuracy, 
stability and thermal control 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on 
the LRRR and continue deployment using 
second UHT. -may be degraded. Although only 

one UHT is needed for deployment, 
deployment time will be increased. 
Second crewman could carry out 
geological tasks while first astronaut 
completes ALSEP deployment. 
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25.0 nper Activity 

-~ I I Event 
No. Continge:1cy Agent Action Remarks 

25. 1 

25. 2 

25.3 

25.4 

Selector switch jams. I Crew 

Arm-fire switch jamsl. Crew 

ASI does not fire wherl Crew 
the arm-fire switch i~ 
activated. 

Thumper has to be I Crew 
fired in a small crat-
er or on a slope in a 
very rocky and loose 
area in order to fire 
thumper near geopho$ 
line. 

l. Apply additional force. 

2. Use UHT or MESA hammer to jar switch. 

3. If unsuccessful, abandon thumper activity.! MPA activity will not be affected. 

l. Check if selector switch is turned to the 
correct position. 

2. Apply additional force. 

3. Use UHT or MESA hammer to jar switch. 

4. If unsuccessful, abandon thumper activity.! MPA activity will not be affected. 

I. Repeat firing sequence. Be sure that 4 
seconds have passed after turning the arm
fire switch and before the switch is depressed 

2. If unsuccessful, go to the next point along 
the cable, start a new thumper firing sequenc 
for the next ASI and notify MCC. 

3. If thumper doesn't fire after several re
peated firing sequence failures, abandon 
thumper activity. 

I. The thumper should be aligned normal 
to the ground surface prior to firing. 

2. If required, move off the geophone line 
in a direction normal to it by as much as 5 
feet, in order to improve the thumper coupl
ing, and notify MCC of the change in the site 
of thumper activity. 

MPA activity will not be affected. 
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26.0 Mort ':lckage Deployment 

E~ent j I 1 • o 

No. Comingency Agent Action Remarks 
26.1 sw:tch #5 cannot be 

turned CW to OFF 
po::oition. 

Crew/ 
MCC 

26. 2 J· M.PA falls over while I Crew 
de;rloying experiment. 

26.3 

26.4 

Sa.:ety rod release 
la1ch will not rotate. 

Safety rod release 
laitc.:h rotates but will 
n.~ release. 

Crew 

Crew 

1. Report to MCC. 

2. Apply additional force to switch. 

3. Report to MCC but do not remove safety 
rod or arm MPA until MCC confirms that it 
is safe to continue MPA deployment. 

Use UHT to retrieve cable, gently lift 
experiment and use MPA antenna to lower 
MPA to lunar surface. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Attempt to overcome lock by forcefully 
rotating UHT. 

3. If latch will not rotate, abandon MPA 
deployment. 

1. Jiggle UHT to obtain latch release. 

2. If unsuccessful, retrieve lanyard and 
attempt to remove safety rods. 

3. If unsuccessful or lanyard breaks, aban
don MPA deployment. 

ASE science will be degraded, 
but an astronaut safety hazard 
may exist if MPA deployment 
were continued. 

Reduced thermal control due to 
degradation of thermal paint 
with lunar debris. MPA antenna 
is fragile and subject to damage. 

ASE science will be degraded. 

ASE science will be degraded. 
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Event 
No. I Contingencv Agent 

26.5 

26.6 

26.'7 

26.8 

UHT will not engage I Crew 
in MPA carry socket. 
in order to hold MFA 
while removing safety 
rod. 

Safety rods cannot be I Crew 
removed. 

UHT will not disen
gage from MPA UHT 
socket. 

Crew 

MPA safe/arm switch! Crew 
jams. 

26. 0 }.1ort; tckage Deployrmcnt 

Action 

I. Bear against socket with UHT even though 
not engaged. 

2. Try to engage second UHT in carry socket •• 

.. 
.. 

Remarks 

3. If unsuccessful, lift MPA from lunar sur-~ MPA antenna is fragile and subject 
face using antenna and obtain aid of second to damage. 
crewman to remove safety rods. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain aid of second crewman. 

3. If unsuccessful or lanyard breaks, aban
don MPA deployment. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Obtain assistance from second crewman. 

3. If UHT will not disengage, leave it on the 
MPA and continue deployment using second 
UHT. 

1. Check hex head of UHT and, if damaged, 
use second UHT. 

2. Apply additional force. 

3. If switch will not rotate, return to LM. 

ASE science will be degraded. 

MPA leveling alignment, stability, 
and thermal control and aiming 
accuracy will be degraded. 

MPA will not fire if both safe/arm 
switches are not rotated and switch 
#5 is in CW (OFF) position. 
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Event 
No. 

.26. 9 

26.10 

Contingency A _gent 

UHT will not engage I Crew 
in MPA carry socket 
in order to level MFA .. 

Lunar debris degraded Crew 
readability of bubble 
level, bubble level is 
damaged, or MPA can-
not be aligned as planned. 

26. Ill Switch #5 cannot be 
turned CCW to ON 
position. 

Crew/ 
MCC 

26. 0 Mortal ;kage Deployment 

Action 

l. Try to engage second UHT. 

2. If unsuccessful, use boot or UHT handle 
to level MFA. 

" 

Remarks 

3. If unable to achieve level condition abandmf. MFA aiming acc·uracy will be 
effort. I degraded. 

Level by using estimation of true vertical and 
other equipment as a reference, align by 
sighting on cable if flags are not visible, and 
ensure ample photo coverage is obtained to 
verify experiment orientation. 

1. Apply additional force. 

2. Report to MCC and return to LM. 

Without accurate leveling and 
alignment science will be 
degraded. 

" 
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Event 
No. Contingency Agent 

27. l ALSEP and/or experi MCC/ 
ment transmissions Crew 
are not as expected o:r 
equipment is not 
accepting commands 
properly. 

27. 0 Post - AU .Je ploy:n1ent C on.ting enc ic ::> 

Action 

MCC should request crew to return to ALSEP 
deployment site to check-out equipment and 
perform operations as required. 

'!!> 

Remarks 

;----
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